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Case No.

CPf - 21 - 517 3 52

VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF
MANDATE [C.C.P. § 1085]

1

Petitioner, the City and County of San Francisco ("City" or "San Francisco"), brings this action

2

against Respondents San Francisco Board of Education ("Board"); San Francisco Unified School

3

District (SFUSD or "District"); and Vincent Matthews in his official capacity as San Francisco

4

Superintendent of Schools (collectively, "Respondents"), and alleges as follows:

5

INTRODUCTION
1.

6
7

San Francisco schools have generally been allowed to reopen since·September 2020.

The San Francisco Department of Public Health (SFDPH), the California Department of Public

8 ·Health, and the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention all say schools can reopen
9
10

safely. And, in San Francisco, the overwhelming majority of private/independent and parochial
schools have done so.

2.

11

Over the past several months, 113 private and parochial schools in San Francisco have

12

reopened, and remain open, under comprehensive health and safety plans and protocols approved by

13

SFDPH. Over 15,800 students have returned to in-person school. And fewer than five cases of in-

14

school transmission have been reported.

3.

15

In neighboring Marin County, nearly 90% of schools have resumed in-person

16

instruction-including public schools, which began reopening their classrooms last fall. And there

17

have only been nine cases of suspected in-school transmission there.

4.

18
19

students, teachers?, and staff, as long as proper precautions are taken.
5.

20
21

These statistics confirm the scientific consensus that reopening schools is safe for

But yet, as of the date of this petition, not a single SFUSD stude.nt has set foot in their

school in 327 days for in-person instruction.
6.

22

Even more disturbingly, SFUSD and its Board of Education (the "Board") have no

23

meaningful plan for how or when in-person instruction will begin for any of SFUSD's students. Other

24

than proclaiming-contrary to the weight of evidence from health experts-that schools cannot be

25

opened safely and telling families that "it is unlikely that we'll be able to offer most middle and high

26

II

27

II

28

II
2
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1

school students the opportunity for in-person learning this school year," 1 the District and the Board

2

have provided virtually no current information to the City or the public.

7.

3
4

While research is increasingly showing that the mental and emotional health of many

students is at greater risk during the pandemic as they struggle with distance learning, San Francisco

5 officials, children, and families do not know what steps have been taken, what remains to be done, or
6

how they can help. 2 This is not just shameful, it is also unlawful.

8.

7

The California Education Code requires school districts to adopt a learning continuity

8

and attendance plan (LCAP) describing, among other things, "the actions the school district ... will

9

take to offer classroom-based instruction whenever possible, particularly for pupils who have

10

experienced significant learning loss due to school closures in the 2019-20 school year or are at

11

greater risk of experiencing learning loss due to future sch<?ol closures." Cal. Educ. Code§ 43509.

9.

12
13

The state requires school districts to provide this information to the public in a manner

that is "specific, concise and clear" to promote stakeholder engagement and understanding.
10.

14

Compliance with this simple state requirement is the very least San Francisco and the

15

children and families who live here should be able to expect from their school district. But even here,

16

San Franciscans have been disappointed.
11.

17

The LCAP prepared by SFUSD and adopted by the Board is ambiguous empty rhetoric.

18

It states, for example, that SFUSD is "exploring a variety of innc;ivative ways to implement a hybrid

19

model," "modeling options for scheduling," and "rethinking time and space." Essentially,

20

Respondents indicate that the District has a plan to make a plan.
12.

21

That is inadequate. It is inadequate for children, who need and deserve in-person

22

education now that the scientific consensus is that it can be done safely. It is inadequate for families

23

who have been trying for almost a year to juggle the impossible demands of parenting, home-

24
25
26
27
28

1

See Superintendent Dr. Vincent Matthews, Family Digest, SFUSD (Jan. 27, 2021),
https://www .sfusd.edu/services/health-wellness/covid-19-coronavirus-resources-familiesstudents/covid- l 9-updates/family-digest/january-27-2021.
2

SFUSD's "In-Person Learning Readiness Dashboard" (available at
https://www .sfusd.edu/services/health-wellness/covid-l 9-coronavirus-resources-familiesstudents/person-learning-readiness-dashboard-phase-2a) provides the general status of a few reopening
goals, and indicates that nothing except training of staff has been completed. Instructional learning
plans, labor agreements, and school facilities are all "work[s] in progress." Id.
·

3
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1

schooling, and working. It is inadequate for the City, which is trying to support SFUSD's reopening

2

efforts, and has had to step in to fill the void left by SFUSD's inaction by spending tens of millions of

3

dollars to operate "Community Hubs" to serve the City's most vulnerable children. And most

4

importantly here, it is inadequate under the law.
13.

5

Rather than prioritizing resources on creating a reasonable plan to reopen schools,

6

Respondents have dedicated limited time and money to renaming empty schools now. For that

7

misguided priority, Respondents created a plan, established a "blue-ribbon panel," and took action.

8

Respondents seem to feel no similar urgency to reopen

9

to do so.
14.

10

scho~ls

or, at the very least, even create a plan

Accordingly, the City brings this petition to compel SFUSD and the Board of

11

Education to fulfill their legal duty to determine and articulate the "actions [they] will take to offer

12

classroom-based instruction whenever possible." Cal. Educ. Code§ 43509.

PARTIES

13
15.

14
15

Petitioner San Francisco is a municipal corporation organized and existing under and

by virtue of the laws of the State of California, and is a charter city and county.
16.

16

Respondent San Francisco Board of Education is the governing board for the

17

San Francisco Unified School District. The Board determines policy for all public schools in the

18

San Francisco Unified School District. It is responsible for establishing educational goals and

19

standards; approving curriculum; setting t~e district budget; confirming appointment of all personnel;

20

and approving purchases of equipment, supplies, services, leases, renovation, construction, and union

21

contracts.
17.

22

Respondent San Francisco Unified School District is a local education agency (LEA) in

23

San Francisco, organized and existing under the Constitution and laws of the State of California.

24

San Francisco Unified School District is an independent entity-it is not a department or agency of the

25

City and County of San Francisco.

26

18.

Respondent Vincent Matthews is the San Francisco Superintendent of Schools.

27

Mr. Matthews is sued only in his official capacity.

28

//
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1

2

19.

This Court has jurisdiction to issue a writ of mandate pursuant to Code of Civil

3

Procedure§ 1085.

4

20.

Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure§§ 393 and 394.

5

21.

Petitioner has no plain, speedy or adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law.

6
7

BACKGROUND FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
I.

8

COVID-19 And Schools: A Brief History And Summary Of Current Status And Science.

A.

Schools in San Francisco Were Temporarily Required To Close, Then Allowed To
Reopen in Fall 2020.

22.

On March 12, 2020-two weeks after the Mayor of San Francisco declared a state of

9
10
11

emergency to prepare for COVID-19, and a week after the first two cases of COVID-19 in the City-

12

Respondents announced that all public schools in San Francisco would close for three weeks until after

13

spring break.
23.

14

Four days later, on March 16, 2020, the health officers from Santa Clara, San

15

Francisco, San Mateo, Contra Costa, Marin and Alameda counties and the City of Berkeley jointly

16

announced that they were issuing shelter-in-place orders.
24.

17
18

On April 7, 2020, Respondents announced that in-person classes at San Francisco

public schools would not resume through the end of the school year.
25.

19

On May 22, 2020, the San Francisco Health Officer allowed summer camps and

20

childcare programs-defined as "educational or recreational institutions or programs that provide care

21

or supervision for children of any age"-to resume operations in June subject to specified health and

22

safety restrictions. Hundreds did so. Indeed, approximately 6,000 children attended summer camps or

23

similar programs.

24

26.

To give schools adequate time to prepare in advance of the fall 2020 semester, SFDPH

25

released interim guidance for schools to reopen for in-person learning on July 8, 2020. This guidance

26

provided detailed directions for how schools could reopen safely consistent with the latest data and

27

science on COVID-19 transmission.

28

//
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27.

1

A month later, on August 14, 2020, the Health Officer added a specific section on

2

schools to the Shelter-in-Place Order (which was renamed the "Stay-Safer-at-Home Order"). The

3

revised Stay-Safer-at-Home Order stated that, consistent with state health orders, elementary

4

schools-i.e., for students in transitional kindergarten (TK) through 6th grade-could open for in-

5

person instruction as long as they received approval (at that time, a waiver) from the Health Officer

6

and followed specific health and safety precautions.
28.

7

And on September 1, 2020, the Health Officer revised the Stay-Safer-at-Home Order to

8

allow schools to open, without any prior approval, to provide specialized and targeted support services

9

to vulnerable children and youth, as long as certain health and safety protocols were followed. This

10

provision allowed schools to immediately begin providing in-person instruction and services to

11

children and youth with disabilities, children at risk of abuse or neglect, children experiencing

12

homelessness, foster children, children of domestic violence survivors, English learners, and children

13

from families experiencing housing or food insecurity.

14

B.

Private, Parochial, And Charter Schools In San Francisco Have Reopened Safely.

15

29.

In early September 2020, SFDPH devised a school reopening application process,

16

giving public, private, charter, and parochial schools a path to follow to resume in-person instruction.
30.

17
18

Specifically, SFDPH created the following process for any TK-12 school in

San Francisco that wished to open for on-site learning:

19

•

School submits a Letter of Interest to SFDPH;

20

•
•

School completes an application with a safety and health plan;

•
•
•
•

SFDPH undertakes a review of school facilities;

21
22
23
24
25

SFDPH undergoes a desktop review of any application;

An Applicant School requests a site assessment;
SFDPH performs a physical site assessment inspection; and
Applicant school receives a decision letter from SFDPH.

26

See Re-opening Schools During COVID-19, SFDPH, https://www.sfdph.org/dph/COVID-19/Schools-

27

Education.asp (last visited Feb. 2, 202~).

28

II
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1

31.

SFDPH provided schools significant support and guidance to navigate the above

2

process by giving clear instructions, tips on how to comply with the above steps, and transparency

3

about the timing and status of applications.

4

32.

For example, SFDPH guided schools in preparing letters of interest, suggesting that

5

they make sure to "include: contact name and email address to send waiver application form, the

6

number of schools involved, name(s) of schools, proposed grades to re-open, number of children and

7

staff involved per site, and any requested dates for school re-opening, if already determined, in order

8

to allow SFDPH to assess the risk associ~ted with the school opening." See Re-opening Schools

9

During COVID-19, SFDPH, https://www.sfdph.org/dph/COVID-19/Schools-Education.asp (last

10
11

12

visited Feb. 2, 2021).
33.

SFDPH also gave prospective school applicants tips on completing the application,

onsite reviews, and facilities. Id.

13

34.

And many schools took SFDPH's guidance and have successfully reopened.

14

35.

As illustrated in the chart below, 122 independent, parochial, and charter schools

15

submitted Letters of Interest to SFDPH; 116 submitted applications; 114 of those 116 applicants

16

requested and were given site assessment inspections; and 113 schools were approved to open. 3

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

114

24
Can't find,.... edtool

114

-·-of-torlsaprMle.piftldlllt«dlllltf-

llldlsno1-.,...,_ ....... ,..

26

28

lid

a-1111map11111trtg111.• your-

25

27

In""

Site As5essments
Completed

Ac>proolls

113

3

See School Reopening Dashboard, DataSF, https://data.sfgov.org/stories/s/SchoolReopening/ccmh-3avz/ (last visited Feb. 2, 2021). The remaining 9 schools paused their applications.
7
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l

36.

In stark contrast, as illustrated in the chart below, SFUSD submitted letters of intent for

2

72 public elementary schools. Yet only six of the 72 have submitted applications. Only one has

3

completed a site inspection and, as of the date of this filing, not a single public school is prepared to

4

reopen. Id.

5
6
7
8
9
10

IShow middle «hods

11

( Show h9' schools

SiteAsseumerh
Req.iesl<d

Sdiool Name

6

12

SiltAssessmtnts

Ch«tlhe.,.plt81ertgld.I ' ° ' " ' ~., 5'\JlD pulilk sch>d mlh not

1s1.-,,... __ ,,., .... ,.. _lled

14
15

''"""'-1

Can"tflnd your .i-1 lnthe Id

13

•ltttttollntuesttofteper\

37.

Approwals

......

0

In the private and parochial schools that have opened, transmission rates have been

16

minimal. As of January 22, 2021, there were 15,831 students and 2,396 staff participating in in-person

17

instruction. Yet there have been fewer than 5 cases of suspected in-school transmission. 4

18
19
20

38.

23
24

n~t

surprising. Rather, it is consistent with the latest

guidance, science, and data all of which conclude that schools should be able to reopen safely.

c.

Scientific Studies And Data Have Established That In-Person Schools Do Not
Significantly Increase COVID-19 Transmission.

39.

Scientific studies in both the United States and abroad have concluded that in-person

21
22

This low transmission rate is

instruction does not disproportionately increase COVID-19 transmission.
40.

In January 2021, researchers with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

25

(CDC) published findings from a global examination of COVID-19 outbreaks at K-12 schools. Those

26

findings, which were published online in the Journal of the American Medical Association on

27
28

4

For privacy reasons, SFDPH does not disclose cases in numbers less than 5. It has therefore
not disclosed whether there was one, two, three, or four cases of in-school transmission.

8
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1

January 26, 2021, titled, "Data and Policy to Guide Opening Schools Safely to Limit the Spread of

2 SARS-CoV-2 Infection," concluded that in-person instruction in the fall had not significantly
3

increased COVID-19 infections.

4

As many schools have reopened for in-person instruction in some parts of the
US as well as internationally, school-related cases of COVID-19 have been
reported, but there has been little evidence that schools have contributed
meaningfully to increased community transmission .... [T[he preponderance
of available evidence from the fall school semester has been reassuring insofar
as the type of rapid spread that was frequently observed in congregate living
facilities or high-density worksites has not been reported in education settings
in schools. 5

5

6
7

8
9

41.

In accordance with that research, the CDC urged local school districts to begin in-

10

person learning, stating that "[i]t is critical for schools to open as· safely and as quickly as possible for

11

in-person learning." 6 The CDC explained that "[s]chools play an important role in children's

12

educational achievement, health, and wellbeing," and that "schools can also play an important role in

13

slowing the spread of COVID-19 while ensuring that children have a safe and healthy learning

14

environment."7

15

42.

Researchers at Brown University also concluded that schools were "not a significant

16

source of COVID-19 spread." 8 Brown University economist Emily Oster. teamed up with education

17

and data experts to create a nationwide dashboard to collect and analyze COVID-19 infection rates in

18

schools. 9 To date, Oster's team has gathered data from 5,181 schools, 4,028,141 in-person students,

19

and 1,346,331 in-person staff. Oster's data shows that "students and staff generally have infection

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

5

Margaret A. Honein, PhD et al., Data and Policy to Guide Opening Schools Safely to Limit
the Spread of SARS-CoV-2 Infection, JAMA (2021) (emphasis added),
https://doi.org/10.1001/jama.2021.0374.
6

See Making Decisions about Children Attending In-person School During the COVID-19
Pandemic: Information for Parents, Guardians, and Caregivers, CDC,
https://www .cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/decision-tool.html (last
visited Feb. 2, 2021).
7

Id.

8

See COVID-19 School Response Dashboard equips parents, teachers, and policymakers with
infection data, Brown University (Dec. 3, 2020), https://www.brown.edu/academics/populationstudies/news/article/2020/covid-19-school-response-dashboard-equips-parents-teachers-andpolicymakers-0.
9

COVID-19 School Response Dashboard, https://covidschooldashboard.com/ (last visited Feb.

2, 2021).
9
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1

rates similar to the general community, meaning that schools are not driving most virus

2

transmission." 10

3

43.

In another study conducted by researchers at Duke University, students in 11 school

4

districts in North Carolina with fall in-person learning were studied to see whether incidents of

5

COVID-19 could be traced to school transmissions. 11 The study concluded that "[i]n the first 9 weeks

6

of in-person instruction in NC schools, we found extremely limited within-school secondary

7

transmission of SARS-CoV-2, as determined by contact tracing." Specifically, the study's results

8

revealed the following:

9

Over 9 weeks, 11 participating school districts had more than 90,000 students
and staff attend school in-person; of these, there were 773 community-acquired
SARS-CoV-2 infections documented by molecular testing. Through contact
tracing, NC health department staff determined an additional 32 infections were
acquired within schools. No instances of child-to-adult transmission of SARSCo V-2 were reported within schools.12

10
11

12
13

44.

These transmission findings appear to be consistent globally. Studies in Spain, Norway

14

and Sweden also found that in-person schooling did not significantly increase transmissions of

15

COVID-19, with none finding a reliable correlation between school reopenings and spikes in

16

infections. 13

17

45.

In short, the undisputed scientific consensus is that schools can reopen safely when

18

proper precautions are taken, such as masks, physical distancing, hand hygiene and ventilation, and

19

that in-person instruction is not causing increases or spikes in COVID-19 infections.

20
21

10

22

11

Kanecia 0. Zimmerman et al., Incidence and Secondary Transmission of SARS-Co V-2
Infections in Schools, Pediatrics (2021 ), https://doi.org/10.1542/peds.2020-048090.

23

12

24

13

25
26
27
28

Brown University, supra.

Id. (emphasis added).

Anya Kamenetz, Are The Risks Of Reopening Schools Exaggerated?, NPR (Oct. 21, 2020,
7 :05 AM), https://www.npr.org/2020/ 10/211925794511/were-the-risks-of-reopening-schoolsexaggerated. See also Martf Catala et al., Analysis and Prediction of COVID-19 for EU-EFTA-UK
and Other Countries, Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya et al. (2020),
http://hdl.handle.net/2117/335493; Jonas F. Ludvigsson et al., Open Schools, COVID-19 and Child
and Teacher Morbidity in Sweden, New England Journal of Medicine (2021),
https://doi.org/10.1056/NEJMc2026670; Lin T. Brandal et al., Minimal transmission of SARS-CoV-2
from paediatricCOVID-19 cases in primary schools, Norway, August to November 2020, Euro
Surveill. (2020), https://doi.org/10.2807/1560-7917 .ES.2020.26.1.2002011.
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1

D.

Remote Learning Is Failing San Francisco's Students And Families.

2

46.

A similar scientific consensus has emerged about the harms of distance learning.

3

47.

.Remote learning has put an impossible strain on students and families. Students who

4

are fortunate enough to have access to reliable internet service and computer equipment, find

5 themselves trapped in front of a monitor for hours at a time. Students who lack the access and
6

7

hardware just miss out on school entirely.
48.

Inevitably, students and their families are suffering. Students are struggling

8

academically and achievement gaps are becoming cavernous abysses. Students are feeling isolated

9

from their friends, peers, and teachers. And they are experiencing other mental and physical health

10

consequences from distance learning. As discussed in a piece titled "Safely Reopening Schools -

11

Learning Amid a Pandemic" published in the Journal of the American Medical Association:

12

The American Academy of Pediatrics, the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and
numerous articles recently published in JAMA Network journals have presented
compelling motivations to resume in-person classes. For instance, with school
closures comes the risk that children may experience worsened mental health as
well as reduced access to nutritious foods and health services, lower academic
gains, and less attention from protective services. These risks may be felt to a
greater extent by underserved communities. 14

13
14
15
16
17

49.

Indeed, one recent analysis concluded that "the decision to close US public primary

18

schools in the early months of 2020 may be associated with.a decrease in life expectancy for US

19

children." 15

20
21

50.

And as SFUSD's own research and data show, students of color and low-income

students showed higher incidents of absenteeism and experienced notable learning losses as compared

22
23
14

24
25
26
27
28

Melinda B. Buntin, PhD & Kyle A. Gavulic, BA, Safely Reopening Schools-Leaming Amid
a Pandemic, JAMA Health Forum (2020), https://doi.org/10.1001/jamahealthforum.2020.1054; see
also Laura Meckler & Hannah Natanson, 'A lost generation': Surge of research reveals students
sliding backward, most vulnerable worst affected, The Washington Post (Dec. 6, 2020, 4: 11 PM),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/students-falling-behind/2020/ 12/06/88d7157 a-3665-11 eb8d38-6aea 1adb3839_story .html.
15

Dimitri A. Chrstakis, MD et al., Estimation of US Children's Educational Attainment and
Years of Life Lost Associated ·w ith Primary School Closures During the Coronavirus Disease 2019
Pandemic, JAMA Network Open (2020), https://doi.org/10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2020.28786.
11
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1

to previous years. See "SFUSD Fall ~020 Attendance and Academic Performance during COVID-19

2

Pandemic" (Jan. 14, 2021).

3

51.

As Dr. Jeanne Noble, director of COVID-19 Response for UCSF, recently stated:

4

"Every place you look-signs of social phobia and isolation all the way up to suicide attempts-

5

screams crisis." 16

6

52.

Unfortunately, parents of school-aged children are faring no better. Stories from

7

working parents across the country explain the juggle they must do to meet the demands of their jobs

8

while attending to the responsibility of educating their children. Parents who work outside of the

9

home must find a network of family or friends, who can assist with the day-to-day instructional needs

10

of their children. Those who are fortunate enough to work from home carry the stress and the weight

11

of performing their job duties while teaching, feeding, and assisting their children. The realities and

12

limitations of distance learning create an incompatibility that parents have to slog through each and

13

every day. This takes an unsustainable toll on parents and families. 17

14

53.

Women, and women of color in particular, have been hit especially hard by this new

15

reality. Before the pandemic, women already shouldered a disproportionate share of childrearing

16

obligations. 18 School closures have dramatically exacerbated this disparity: Women are four times as

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

16

Jill Tucker, S.F. schools see lel_l,ming gaps widen during pandemic, SF Chronicle (Jan. 31,
2021, 5:28 PM), https://www .sfchronicle.comlbayarea/article/S-F-schools-see-learning-gaps-widenduring-15912588. php.
17

See Andrea Hsu, 'This ls Too Much': Working Moms Are Reaching The Breaking Point
During The Pandemic, NPR (Sept. 29, 2020, 1:36 PM),
https://www .npr.org/2020/09/29/918127776/this-is-too-much-working-moms-are-reaching-thebreaking-point-during-the-pandemic; Oren Peleg, In L.A. and Beyond, Distance Leaming ls Taking a
Toll on Both Parents and Kids, Los Angeles Magazine (May 1, 2020),
https://www.lamag.com/citythinkblog/distance-learning-challenges/; Madeline Fox, 'We Are Part Of
A Storm': Virtual Schooling Takes A Toll On Children And Families, Wisconsin Public Radio (Sept.
17, 2020, 5:00 AM), https://www.wpr.org/we-are-part-storm-virtual-schooling-takes-toll-children-andfamilies; Meghan McCarty Carino, 1 in 5 parents quit job or took leave to deal with remote school,
Marketplace (Oct. 23, 2020), https://www.marketplace.org/2020/10/23/remote-school-online-learningparents-quit-jobs-take-leave-of-absence/; Megan Cerullo, For working moms, coronavirus can take a
toll on careers, CBS News (Sept. 25, 2020, 3:57 PM), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/working-momcovid-pandemic-cut-back-quit-hours/; Amy Joyce, The stress of the unknown is taking a massive toll
on parents, The Washington Post (Aug. 11, 2020, 6:00 AM),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/on-parenting/the-stress-of-the-unknown-is-taking-amassive-toll-on-parents/2020/08/06/c5ec39be-d359-1 lea-9038-af089b63ac2l_story.html.
18

Cynthia Hess, Ph.D. et al., Providing Unpaid Household and Care Work in the United
States: Uncovering Inequality, Inst. for Women's Policy Research at 2 (2020), https://iwpr.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/IWPR-Providing-Unpaid-Household-and-Care-Work-in-the-United-States12
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likely as men to have left the work force, or reduced their work hours, to address childcare gaps and

2

facilitate distance learning. 19 "Mothers of color" are "most affected" by these increased caregiving

3

responsibilities. 20 Women of color make up a disproportionate share of essential workers, who must

4

report to work outside the home. 21 Distance learning has placed an "enormous strain" on these

5

mothers, who are left scrambling to find supervision and educational support for their children while

6

schools are closed. 22

7

54.

Given these realities and the stress that school closures have had on children, parents,

8

and families, it is no surprise that the majority of SFUSD students and families want to return to in-

9

person learning. 23

10

55.

Yet, despite the medical science that rebuts the fears that in-person schooling will spike

11

COVID-19 infections, the studies that show that students are facing real harms the longer they stay out

12

of school, and the toll that this protracted distance learning model is having on parents and families, no

13

SFUSD students are in school.

14

56.

Indeed, SFUSD has not even taken advantage of the provision allowing schools to

15

resume providing specialized and targeted support services to vulnerable children and youth with

16

readily achievable health protocols and without any prior Health Officer approval. Upon information

17

and belief, although it could have been doing so since September, SFUSD has not provided in-person

18

instruction or services to a single child with disabilities, children at risk of abuse or neglect, children

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Uncovering-Inequality.pdf ("on an average day, women in the United States spend 37 percent more
time on unpaid household and care work than men").
19

Julie Kashen et al., How Covid-19 Sent Women's Workforce Progress Backward, Center for
American Progress (Oct. 30, 2020, 9:04 AM),
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/women/reports/2020/10/30/492582/covid-19-sent-womensworkforce-progress-backward/.
20 Id.
21

Meghan McCarty Carino, Essential worker parents struggle with remote school,
Marketplace (Dec. 17, 2020), https://www .marketplace.org/2020/12/17/essential-worker-parentsstruggle-with-remote-school/.
22 Id.
23

See SFUSD, In-Person Registration Survey for Phase 2A Summary (Dec. 16, 2020),
https://dri ve.google.com/file/d/ 19wh6eAlw_ Q3THJu 1J2LOmJNU7iIZJBCo/view?usp=dri vesdk.
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experiencing homelessness, foster children, children of domestic violence survivors, English learners,

2

and children from families experiencing housing or food insecurity.
57.

3

SFUSD has produced for the public no concrete steps, no practical solutions, no linear

4

or transparent plan to follow to reopen its schools. Publicized reopenings never materialized. Letters

5

of Interest were sent, but the vast majority were never followed up with an application.
58.

6
7

pedagogical disruption.
59.

8
9
10

Instead SFUSD has charted a path of institutional inertia, operational paralysis, and

SFUSD has failed its students, its parents, its teachers, and as detailed below, its legal

obligations.

II.

SFUSD and the Board of Education Have Failed To Describe The Actions They "Will
Take To Offer Classroom-Based Instruction Whenever Possible," As Required By Law.

11

60.

12

For the 2020-21 school year, the California Education Code requires each governing

13

board of a school district and county board of education to adopt a learning continuity and attendance

14

plan (LCAP). Cal. Educ. Code§ 43509(a)(2).
61.

15
16

The Legislature required the State Superintendent of Education to develop a template

for the LCAP with certain required elements, including:

17

( 1) A description of how the school district, county office of education, or charter school will

18

provide continuity of learning and address the impact of COVID-19 on pupils, staff, and the

19

community in the following areas ... : (A) In-person instructional offerings, and specifically,

20

the actions the school district, county office of education, or charter school will take to offer

21

classroom-based instruction whenever possible, particularly for pupils who have experienced

22

significant learning loss due to school closures in the 2019-20 school year or are at greater risk

23

of experiencing learning loss due to future school closures.

24

Id. § 43509(f).
62.

25

In response, the State Superintendent developed a mandatory LCAP template. It sets

26

forth specific items that must be addressed and directs that "Responses to the prompts below should be

27

II

28

II
14
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specific, concise and clear."24 To effectuate the required element set forth above, the template

2

includes a section on "In-Person Instructional Offerings."

3

63.

The Section on "In-Person Instructional Offerings" states: "LEAs must be prepared to

4

offer in-person instruction when possible," and directs LEAs to provide: "A description of the .actions

5

the LEA will take to offer classroom-based instruction whenever possible, particularly for students

6

who have experienced significant learning loss due to school closures in the 2019-2020 school year or

7

are at a greater risk of experiencing learning loss due to future school closures." Id.

8
9

64.

The LCAP template proceeds to set forth what will constitute a "sufficient" response to

this prompt, stating that a sufficient response will "address the actions the LEA will take when health

10

and safety allows a return to in-person instruction" and "describe the LEA's classroom-based

11

instructional schedule model, including how the LEA will ensure student learning and competency

12

development while also considering a student's social-emotional well-being." Id.

13

14

15
16
17
18
19

65.

In short, the LCAP requires the school district and board of education to set forth its

plan for returning to in-person classroom-based instruction whenever it is possible to do so.
66.

Respondents completed the LCAP template and adopted its LCAP on

September 22, 2020. A copy is attached to this petition as Exhibit A.
67.

But Respondents failed in their obligation to provide a "sufficient" response with

respect to in-person instructional offerings.
68.

The LCAP provides that:
•

20

"Plans for Phase 2 (Gradual phased in approach to returning students to physical

21

space, considering limited in-person schooling for small groups of priority students

22

at a limited number of physical school locations) are currently in development and

23

may continue to change ..." (emphasis added)
•

24

"[C]lear protocols will be in place for [health and safety] measures along with plans

25

to train staff, students and families in the protocols, set up physical space to ensure

26

social distancing and address the needs of students and staff who have health or

27
28

24

LCAP Instructions, Cal. Dept. of Educ. (Aug. 2020),
https://www.cde.ca.gov/re/lc/documents/lrngcntntyatndncpln-instructions.docx.

15
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other risk factors that would prevent them from participating in-person." (emphasis

2

added)
•

3

As to teaching and learning: "SFUSD is exploring a variety of innovative ways to

4

implement a hybrid model that keeps the health and safety of students and educators

5

at the center." (emphasis added)
•

6

"Grouping Options/Possibilities for Students-We are identifying different ways to

7

group students, modeling options for scheduling small student cohorts on

8

alternating days, half days or week/month long blocks."
•

9

"We are rethinking time and space to facilitate in-person learning .... Examples

10

being explored include, but are not limited to, outdoor learning facilities, access for

11

targeted student populations, and rotating schedules for students."

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

26
27

28

69.

Perhaps the most detailed section of Respondents' response is the section on operation

and logistics. But it, too, falls far short of a sufficient response. It states in full:
SFUSD Policy and Operations is deeply involved in planning for a gradual
return hybrid scenario. Over the next several weeks, SFUSD Operations teams
will:

- Determine a total number of in-person learning "seats" SFUSD can provide
on a daily basis. Given available resources and health mandates, SFUSD can
open 3.2 million square feet of SFUSD school sites for in-person learning on a
daily basis. SFUSD's total square feet of instructional space is roughly 7.8
million square feet. Based on an analysis of SFUSD's capacity, 3.2 million of
square feet yields approximately 15,000 in-person learning student seats on a
daily basis. In contrast, SFUSD's total student population is 54,000 students.
- Prioritize students for access to in-person learning opportunities. With a daily
15,000 seat constraint, SFUSD will need to prioritize student populations for inperson learning opportunities. Based on feedback from the community and
educational needs, SFUSD recommends prioritizing in-person learning for
younger learners (Pre K - 2nd grade), and students of all grades from vulnerable
populations.
- Decide on locations and schedule for in-person learning. SFUSD is engaged
in a site by site review, assessing each school site's "readiness" for in-person
learning within the context of COVID-19 safety mandates. Sites with in
classroom sinks, large schoolyards, and multiple points of entry/exit will be
ready first for in-person learning. Staff will analyze available educator,
custodial, student nutrition service, and transportation staffing levels to
determine how many classrooms can be opened for in-person Learning across
SFUSD sites.
- Build out school sites to comply with COVID-19 health and safety guidance.
Once sites are identified and schedules set, SFUSD will organize a build out
16
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process to move furniture, distribute COVID-19 response supplies, post
signage, repair windows, and make any other necessary site changes.

2

70.

3

In short, the LCAP states that SFUSD is developing plans; exploring options,

4

identifying possible ways to group students, modeling options, rethinking time and space. Essentially,

5

Respondents' indicate that the District has a plan to make a plan. This is not legally sufficient.

71.

6

The LCAP does not "address the actions the LEA will take when health and safety

7

allows a return to in-person instruction." It does not "describe the LEA's classroom-based

8

instructional schedule model." And it certainly does not provide a "specific, concise and clear"

9

description of "[i]n-person instructional offerings, and specifically, the actions the school district ...

10

will take to offer classroom-based instruction whenever possible." These deficiencies/omissions are

11

particularly striking given that there is a process that allows a return to in-person instruction and a

12

consensus that it is not only safe, but in the best interests of students, parents, and families to do so.

13

III.

San Francisco Has A Significant Interest In Making Sure Respondents Fulfill Their Legal
Obligatio.n To Plan For Resuming In-Person Instruction.

14
72.

15
16

San Francisco has a general interest in making sure that the Education Code

requirements are executed and the duties it sets forth are fulfilled.
73.

17

The City's interest is particularly acute here because, in the absence of Respondents

18

taking meaningful steps toward reopening by articulating the required elements of their LCAP, the

19

City has had to step up to try to fill the void for the City's most vulnerable children and families.
74.

20

Although they are no substitute for in-persons school, since September 2020,

21

S~n

22

utilizing SFUSD's Distance Learning Curriculum. The City prioritizes enrollment in these hubs for

23

families who are residents of HOPE SF, public housing, RVs and SROs; families that are experiencing

24

homelessness; children in the foster care system; English language learners; and low-income families.

25

Francisco has set up 81 Community Hubs to provide support for students in grades K-12 who are

75.

The City has spent tens of millions of dollars on these Community Hubs to, among

26

other things, pay for staffing at the sites. In addition, the City has redeployed Recreation & Parks

27

Department personnel to support hubs, and the Department of Technology to set up WiFi to enable

28

distance learning in dozens of locations.
17
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76.

1

Approximately 2,000 children are now being served by these Community Hubs at a

2

cost of tens of thousands of dollars per student. The City, those students, and the 50,000 other SFUSD

3

students currently learning at home deserve the "specific, concise and clear" action plan that the law

4

demands.

5

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Writ of Mandate (Code Civ. Proc. § 1085)-Violation of Ministerial Duty

6
77.

7
8

Petitioner incorporates by reference the allegations contained in each paragraph above,

as if those allegations were fully set forth in this cause of action.
78.

9

Respondents have a clear, present, and ministerial duty to determine and describe how

10

they will "offer classroom-based instruction whenever possible." Cal. Educ. Code§ 43509.

11

Specifically, they must prepare an LCAP for SFUSD that:
a)

12

provides a "description of the actions the LEA will take to offer classroom-

13

based instruction whenever possible, particularly for students who have experienced significant

14

learning loss due to school closures in the 2019-2020 school year or are at a greater risk of

15

experiencing learning loss due to future school closures";
b)

16
17

"address[es] the actions the LEA will take when health and safety allows a

return to in-person instruction"; and
c)

18

"describe[s] the LEA's classroom-based instructional schedule model, including

19

how the LEA will ensure student learning and competency development while also considering

20

a student's social-emotional well-being."

21

Id.; LCAP Instructions, supra.
79.

22

Respondents have failed to create and adopt a sufficient LCAP that meets these

23

requirements. Accordingly, they have breached and continue to breach their legal duties under state

24

law.

25

80.

San Francisco has a general, direct, and beneficial interest in ensuring that SFUSD and

26

the Board of Education fulfill their legal obligations and prepare to reopen schools for in-person

27

instruction.

28
18
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81.

1

To resolve this controversy, San Francisco requests, pursuant to Code of Civil

2

Procedure Section 1085, that this Court issue a writ of mandate instructing Respondents to comply

3

with its obligations under state law.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

4

5

WHEREFORE, San Francisco respectfully requests that the Court:

6

1.

Issue a peremptory writ of mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 1085,

7

preliminary injunction, and/or issue other appropriate relief commanding Respondents to fulfill their

8

obligation under state law to:
a) "prepare[] to offer in-person instruction" now that it is possible to do so safely (see

9

LCAP Instructions, supra); and

10

b) prepare a revised LCAP for SFUSD that, at least:

11

•

12

provides a "description of the actions the LEA will take to offer classroom-based

13

instruction whenever possible, particularly for students who have experienced

14

significant learning loss due to school closures in the 2019-2020 school year or are

15

at a greater risk of experiencing learning loss due to future school closures";
•

16

"address[es] the actions the LEA will take when health and safety allows a return
to in-person instruction"; and

17
•

18

"describe[s] the LEA's classroom-based instructional schedule model, including

19

how the LEA will ensure student learning and competency development while also

20

considering a student's social-emotional well-being";

2.

21

Issue an alternative writ commanding Respondents to comply with the above
obligations or show cause why they should not be required to do so;

22
23 II
24 II
25

II

26 II
27 II
28 II
19
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3.

Grant Petitioner costs, including but not limited to attorneys' fees; and

2

4.

Grant such further and additional relief as the Court deems just, proper and equitable.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Dated: February 2, 2021
DENNIS J. HERRERA
City Attorney
RONALD P. FLYNN
Chief Deputy City Attorney
YVONNE R. MERE
Chief of Complex & Affirmative Litigation
SARA J. EISENBERG
Chief of Strategic Advocacy

.By:1CIBOtE~

11

12

Attorneys for Petitioner
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
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VERIFICATION

2

I, Maria Su, declare:

3

I am the Executive Director of the San Francisco Department of Children, Youth, and their

4

Families. I have read the above Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate and know its contents. All facts

5

alleged in the Petition, not otherwise supported by citations to the record or the law, are true of my

6

own personal knowledge.

7
8

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the above is
true and correct and that this verification is executed on Februa

ncisco, California.

9
Maria Su

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

28
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Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan Template (2020-21)
The instructions for ·completing the Leaming Continuity and Attendance Plan is available at
https:/fWWw,ccie,ca.goV/re/lc/documents{lmgcntntyatndncplo-jnstructjons,docx,
Local Edu.cational Agency (LEA) Name

Contact Name and Title

Email and Phone

San Francisco County Office of Education &
Unified School District

Anne Marie Gordon
Executive Director of Budget Services

gordona l@sfu§d,edu
(415) 241-6187

General Information
We know our students, families, staff and our broader community are eager to return to school in the Fall, After reviewing the best available evidence-based sources of
guidance from health officials, and gathering Input from staff, students, families, community, and labor partners the Superintendent is recommending to the San Francisco
Board of Education that our fall semester will begin with distance learning.
We hope to provide a hybrid model (a combination of In-person and distance learning) for some students when science and data suggest it is safe to do so.
As we conslder'Varlous scenarios, the health, safety and wellness of our children, youth and staff remains our top priority. We are using evidence-based sources of guidance
available as we develop reopening plans. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the California Department of Public Health and the California Department of Education
have released guidance for schools and school based programs that, along with guidelines from the San Francisco Department of Public Health, have informed our approach.
SFUSD also joined with five.Bay Area counties and public health officials, working closely with regional officials to determine when and how to reopen·schools. District
representatives are meeting regularly with the Department of Public Health and other City agencies to consider multiple factors related to-fall planning.
We also recognize students will likely return with·higher levels of need. We will see exacerbated achievement gaps due to inequities In learning opportunities following
sustained closures of school buildings. Students will require a variety of supports to address emergent academic, health, and psychological needs. Our instructional priorities
must be to understand what children can do as well as where they are struggling and where they need emotional as well as academic support, and our district is committed to
this work.
This summer, we have engaged several work groups, with representatives fr.om organizations representing staff, student and family perspectives. Students, families,
community partners and district staff partltipated in a series of virtual Town Halls and families provided Input though a Family Survey. This input has been a critical factor in
Informing our approach to Fall Leaming.
Aswe plan for the coming school year, we have worked diligently to create a plan that Incorporates health guidance, our district's priorities and values and the Input of our
diverse community of staff, students and families, along with our state and local guidance. We are navigating these challenging times together. It is not easy, but with a
continued focus on our students, and the collective efforts of our families, educators and community partners, we will provide our students with the quality instruction and
equitable support they need to thrive.
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The San Francisco Board of Education approved a Fall Leaming Plan for the San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) at the regular meeting on July 28, 2020, which
·outlined ways the district will provide distance learning while preparing for a gradual return. Read the SFUSO Fall Plan 2020 report hem. Content from the Fall Plan has
been used as source material for the Learning Continuity & Attendance Plan source notes are included in=r=a ~

[A description 0,fthe efforts made to solicit stakeholder feedback.)

---

Input from all our stakeholders is a valued and essential component of our Fall Learning Plan. Opening the 2020-21 school year will take ongoing coordination and
.collaboration across all schools, departments and stakeholders. As we turned our attention to the coming school year, it was critical to provide multiple ways to hear from
our students, staff, families and community partners to understand their experiences and Identify what worked during our shift todlstante learning, what needed to be
Improved and what areas needed to:be considered as we think about when, and how, to reopen schools.
SFUSO SFUSDgathered input from stakeholders in a variety of ways:
Work Gm1 Hl'i. Three work groups were convened consisting of representatives from stakeholder groups, Including SFUSD staff, labor, family, student and community based

organizations. Work groups discussed issues surrounding logistics, teaching and learning and personnel. Work group sessions were held virtually.
Town Hall torstaff sh!dents tammg..and commynjty partners: Seven town halls were hosted by SFUSD in the first week of July. Agendas for the meetings, with particular
focus on the opportunities for participants to respond to questions, were designed with input from a planning team comprised of SFUSD staff as well as representatives from
famitY and student advisory committees and community based organizations.Town Halls were held virtually.

·,'

Surveys" Two onllne surveys related to COVl[)-:19 were conducted between May and July. In May all SFUSD staff were invited via email to respond to a survey regarding
overall wellnessduring COVID-19 and reflections on the district's response. The survey was part of a shared research project between SFUSD and Professor Susanna Loeb,
Director of the Annenberg Institute at Brown University.

In the first week of July SFUSD sent a·famlly sur.vey in 7 languages. Families were notified of the survey through multilingual emails, texts and phone calls and the survey was
promoted on thedlstri«s home page and through weekly family digest emails. Calls were made to the greatest extent possible to Spanish speaking families and families of
African American students to provide staff support in filling out the survey for those who requested it
'

Other Wa¥S at I ist;enln1: Throughout the spring and summer, SFUSD listened to the experiences of stakeholders by holding user-centered design sprinls·and hosting focus
groups to hear from students, families, site leaders, teachers and community partners. In addition, community partners and labor representatives shared feedback they
gathered with d"astrict leaders.
rec SBJsa F.cill Plan 0020

[A desca~ion of the o~tions ~rovided for remote ~rtici~tion in P.Ubiic meetings and public hearings.]
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Work Groul)"meetings were held vlrtuallyon Zoom. For the Town Hall meetings, SFUSD selected to use a new technology platform called ThoughtExchange because any
number of peQple could actively participate without advance sign up. With many other platforms there is a limit to the number of people who can participate and people
need to download the application on thel'r device. ThoughtExchange doesn't need to be downloaded, those with old computers or only smartphones and no Internet could
stlll access and participate In the meetings. lastly, input can be seen by others Immediately and is easy to analyze for the planning process. Information about the Town Halls
can be found on our district website: Eill l·eamio1ffnwn Halls

Additionally, the Board of Education agendlzed Distance Learning for Regular Board Meeting and committee meeting held virtually:
-May 6, 2020-Augmented Budget and Business Services Committee: LCAP (Local Control and Accountability Plan) Executive Order Update
-May 26, 2020- Regular Board Meeting: Report on Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) - Recommendations from the Parent Advisory Council {PAC), The District
English Learners Advisory Committee (DELACt. the African American Parent Advisory Council (AAPAC), and Community Advisory Committee for Special Education (CAC).
-May 28, 2020- Augmented Curriculum and Program Committee: SFUSD- Distance Learning Summer.
-June 9, 2020- Regular Board Meeting-Superintendent's Proposal 206-9Sp1 - COVID-19 Operations Written Report for the San Francisco County Office of Education and
the San Francisco Unified School District
-June 12, 2020 -Augmented Joint Select Committee - Board of Supervisors, Board of Education, and Board of Trustees of City College of San Francisco- 200412 - (Hearing Impacts of COVID-19 on San Francisco Unified School District and City College of San Francisco) Sponsor: Supervisor Haney
-June 23, 2020- Regular Board Meeting- Superintendent's Proposal 206-9Sp1- COVID-19 Operations Written Report for the San Francisco County Office of Education and
the San FrandscO Unified School District
-June 29, 2020-Augmented Curriculum and Program Committee-Wellness Check Update: A focus on wellness during the Distance Learning experience through the lens.of
famllJes and administrators. Giving greater Insight to the learning and practices that we as a District can embrace and Improve upon In the future.
-July 14, 2020- Regular Board Meeting -1) Update on Fall Learning 2) Update on District-wide Family Wellness Check Ins
-July 24, 2020-Augmented Joint Select Committee - Board of Supervisors, Board of Education, and Board of Trustees of Oty College of San Francisco, 200412 - (Hearing Impacts of COVID-19 on San Francisco Unified School District and City College of San Francisco) Sponsor: Supervisor Haney
-July 28, 2020- Regular Board Meeting -Approval of Fall Learning Plan
-Aug 11, 2020 - Regular Board Meeting - 208-11501- Memorandum of Understanding with United Educators of San Francisco Regarding Crisis Distance Learning for the
2020- ~1 School Year
- Aug 14, 2020- Augmented Joint Select Committee - Board of Supervisors, Board of Education, and Board of Trustees of City College of San Francisco-- 200412- (Hearing·
Impacts of COVID-19 on San Francisco Unified School District and City College of San Francisco) Sponsor: Haney
-Aug 24, 2020 - Augmented Curriculum and Program Committee - An Overview: SFUSD Opening of Schools
- Aug 25, 2020- Regular Board Meeting- 1) 208-25S01- Memorandum of Understanding with United Administrators of San Francisco Regarding Crisis Distance Leaming
for the 2020-21 School Year 2) SFUSD Distance Learning Update
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- Aug 28, 2020 - Augmented Joint Select Committee - Board of Supervisors, Board of Education, and Board of Trustees of City College of San Francisco - 200412 - (Hearing Impacts of COVID-19 on San Francisco Unified School District and City College of San Francisco) Sponsor: Supervisor Haney

.

:

IA summarv. of the feedbaek provjded by Sr:?ecific stakeholder groups.]
Since distance learning began inSFUSD on April 13, 2020, District staff have collected feedback and monitored various metrics across a diverse variety of topics particularly around access, connection, and engagement during distance learning, and the well-being of our staff and families. Analyzing these data in real time ensured that
the District could meet the needs of students, families, ,and staff as much as possible during the Spring while also collecting evidence on how to improve distance learning in
the future, in the event that a return to distance learning was necessary.
As outlined in more detail throughout the Stakeholder Engagement section, SFUSD surveyed staff and families, conducted district-wide Wellness Check-ins with families,
1.

~

·and hosted Town Halls for staff, students, families, and community partners to solicit feedback on District plans. In addition, District staff analyzed .data from online
applications (such as Zoom and Google Classroom)' to measure on line engagement during distance learning. In this section, highlights of these analyses are presented as key
findings to guide planningfor Fall 2020-21.

Famlly Needs and Wellness
SFUSD's Family Wellness Check-ins were conducted by school site staff during May and June in response to the Board of Education Resolution No. 204-14A1. This work
expanded on the efforts of school sites to provide trauma-informed, coordinated care outreach to SFUSDfamilies during the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, the check-ins
were intended to listen to and affirm the needs of our families; offer linkages to immediate resources: promote the family resource link: and identify families for further
follow-up. SFUSD staff answered three questions about their check-ins with families, and also documented the need for a follow-up, if applicable. The three questions were:
1- How did.the family seem to be doing?
2 - Did the family share anything about what they need to support learning at home?
3- Did the family share anything about what we might be able to help with in terms of connecting to other resources?
Overall, 66% (35,870) of all students in grades PK-13 had a form submitted by nearly 2,000 SFUSD school site staff members. While response rates were similar across
race/ethnicity and other student groups, they were higher in elementary grades compared to secondary grades.
The results of the first question ("How did the family seem to be doingr) showed that nearly 3 out of 4 respondents overall were doing •pretty·gooc1• or •great" - but about
1 in 4 were not, with dlsproportlonalities present across racial/ethnic groups (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Family Wellness Check-ins: "How did the family seem to be doing?"
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When asked about learning supports (the second question), 70% of families said they had what they needed to support learning - but 8% still needed access to a working
device for learning (Figure 2). With regard to connecting to other resources (the third question). 81% of families said they had what they needed - but 9% requested
resources related ·to food (Figu~e 3).
figure 2. Needs to sugport teaming-at home

Figure 3. Connecting to other resources
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Out of all the respondents, 6% (2,163) requested a follow-up, and< 1% (243) were deemed "urgent" by SFUSD staff. While the number of requested follow-ups was low,
more than half of all follow-ups were requested for Hispanic/Latino students and/or those eligible for Free/Reduced Lunch, and most follow-ups were requested by
famllles In SoutheastSan Francisco. The most common themes among the urgent follow-ups were •general financial assistance" (n = 115), "food" (n = 48), and "device for
learning" (n =34).
Taken together, the results of the Family Wellness Check-ins and feedback from stakeholders suggest the following:
-There is a desire to expand tracking of follow-ups with families (after initial Check-ins).
-Checks-ins are valued as·an opportunity to deepen relationships between families and SFUSD staff.
-SFUSD staff see-a need for wraparound services among many SFUSD families and students.
-Many stakeholders recommend increased connections between students from school sites (e.g., speaking to students during a Wellness Check-in, not only their
parents/guardians).
-SFUSD must strengthen relationships with community based partners and City partners to connect more resources to more families.

Student Access to Leaming Opportunities
Immediately after'schools dosed in March 2020, the district distributed devices and hotspots to any student in Grades 3-13 who madea request and paper learning kits to all
students in grades PK-2. Of all the students who requested a Chromebook, 99.9% (or 13,495) students received one. Slmllarly, 98.9% (or 3,978) of the students who
requested a Hotspot received one (Department ofTechnology, June 2020). Paper learning kits were provided to all 11,811 PK-2 students and 1,799 paper learning kits
were provided to students in grades 3-13 who requested them. Feedback from various stakeholders reveal that the district can do the following to further increase access
and quality of distance learning in Fall 2020: provide technology to PK-2, increase technology access for teachers and other support staff, and strengthen supports for
families and staff to use the technology.

Student/Family Connection
Almost all TK-13 students/families (99%) made some kind of connection with SFUSD during distance learning, whether through a Wellness Check-in call, student onllne
activity, a parent/guardian's login on ParentVue, and/or a device request (Figure 4). The district did not make a connection with less than 1% (or 510 students) Grade·TK-13
students; these students tended to be in grades TK-2 or 9-12 and are disproportionately African American, Hispanic/Latinx, and/or are receiving Special Education services.

Figure 4. Student I Family Connection
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Both families·and staff expressed the importance of human connection during distance learning. Principals and teachers stated that families appreciated human connection
and recommended that district staff conduct regular wellness checks and communicate with families more frequently and in multiple ways (QTEASurvey, Spring 2020}. A
teacher reported, "Students and families loved communication in all forms. The students enjoyed Zoom sessions as an alternative but made it clear that they deeply missed
socializing with peers in a classroom setting" (QTEA Survey, Spring 2020). Feedback from the Student Town Hall echo staff concerns about student isolation, with one
student stating,~, feel like school needs more kids interacting with kids not just teachersn (Student Town Hall, Spring 2020). Among the 24 families who responded to the
African American Parent Advisory Council Survey, 67% reported social isolation as one of their top three concerns. The importance of human connection during distance
learning also came out as a toptheme during the Student Town Hall, reinforcing this need and echoing the voices of families and staff.

Student Engagement in Distance Learning (Grades 3-13)
Student engagement was assessed by analyzing digital activity data from online platforms and applications over the 30-school day period of distance learning. Over the six
weeks of distance learning in grades 3-13, 1.6% of students (621) did not engage in online activity (Figure S).• In addition, engagement with distance learning differed
greatly across school sites.

-

Flgure·s. Student Engagement
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This variation In engagement revea Is the need for greater attention to resolving local inequities and barriers. The lack of consistency in distance learning may partly explain
why only 24% of families reported that they were "quite satlsfledn or "extremely satisfied" with their experience (Summer 2020 Distance Learning Family Survey). As one
principal noted, •There are Inequities between grade levels at my site - some students were having live classes for 2-3 hours while others had 40 minutes of live instruction"
(C&I Focus Group). The relatively lower levels of engagement among teachers and students in grades 6-12 raise questions about possible structural barriers in class
schedules, as well as pedagogical shifts that may better sustain engagement. Feedback from staff, students, and families reinforced the importance of greater consistency
and training in providingonllne learning, as described further below.

Staff SupportS'and Professional Development
The majority of teachers (2, 138, or 60%) attended at least one online PD session hosted by Curriculum and Instruction, with the highest attendance at the
technology-focused PD sessions. This successful rapid deployment and engagement in online professional development suggests that the district can continue to increase
these.offerings to meet ongoing demands for professional learning.
·
Across various platforms, staff report the-need for consistent guidelines on providing distance learn Ing. Families and staff have noticed inconsistencies in implementation of
distance learning and want stricter guidance on the amount of synchronous and asynchronous lea ming (Joint Parent Advisory Report; QTEA Principal/Teacher Survey; C&I
Focus·Groups). Staff also mentioned that deciding among the plethora of online resources was overwhelming (C&I Focus Groups). Among the possible supports for
facilitating distance learning; teachers selected "curriculum or sample lesson plans" as being the most useful (QTEA Teacher Survey).
District staff expressed the need for differentiated professional development to address staffs varying comfort levels and skill with technology. While some teachers
reported needing s·upport with facilitating breakout rooms for small-group instruction in Zoom, other teachers wanted to know how to conduct checks forunderstanding
and how to build community in a virtual learning environment (C&I Focus Groups).
1

The professiona I development needs of staff may also differ depending on role and the need for differentiated professional development was voiced by school leaders, as
evidenced by the following statement from a principal: "Distance learning revealed the gap in skills with our staff. We need to be more intentional in expecting a certain level
of competencies in technology-with our staff" (Leaders' Town Hall, May 2020). Since the needs of staff are varied, professional development should be differentiated to meet
the various needs.

Safety
Staff'and families want cleaning of facilities, physical distancing, and personal protective equipment, particularly for vulnerable populations, when reopening schools (UESF
Teacher Survey, PTA Town Hall). Many families have also voiced concerns indicating that in-person learning may not be feasible for students who live with household
members at higher health risk. In the Town Halls hosted for families, staff, and students, the themes that surfaced most often included (in order of frequency):
-Ensure safety of students and staff for in-person learning (e.g. PPE, cleaning)
-Pr:ovide online instruction only
-Establish protocol for sick students/staff and exposure to COVID-19
t'

I
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Teachlng·&ileamlng
" ·

SFUSD remains committed to our mission. We know that schools are places for interaction and connection and those are critical levers for learning to happen. And, current
·circumstances will require us to think differently about how we engage remotely during distance learning. SFUSD distance learning will include daily live interactions
between students and their teachers and instructional minutes have been defined in SB-98 for each grade span. Our approach is to ensure that each and every student is
seen as an Individual, has the instructional materials they need to make academic progress and the support they need to feel emotionally secure.
We heard clearly from students, staff and families, that connection, clarity and consistency are areas that need to be addressed in distance learning. And, to achieve those
things we need to address how we are supporting educators through professional development, resources and support; and supporting families through clearer and regular
communication as well·as resources for student learning.
We also recognize that this way of "doing school" is new and requires us to focus on consistent approaches to ensure that we are making improvements in key areas:
-Anti-Racist Practices
-The SFUSD Graduate Profile
-Authentic Partnership
-Consistent Structures for Support

Safety Protocols
SFUSDcontinues to rely on a core set of local, s~te, and federal agencies for the most up to date information on COVID-19's prevalence in the population, medical research
on COVID-19 transmission and prevention, and official regulatory guidance. Measures for social distancing and cleaning will need to be in place for any services requiring
in-person interactions. The California Department of Public Health (CDPH) recently updated guidance, "COVID-19 and Reopening In-Person Learning Framework for K-12
Schools in California, 2020-2021 School Year," includes new directives and suggestions pertinent to SFUSD as we contemplate in-person learning.

' J

Coordinated Care Plan for Wellness & Authentic Partnership
Authentic family partnership Is a key Ingredient to educational equity and student success. The partnership begins in our classroom with consistent two way communication
between teachers and families. Site based Coordinated Care Teams will support the implementation of schoolwide and classroom based practices to support student, staff
and family wellness'and partnership. The SFCSD Wellness and Partnership Team will lead the coordination of quarterly District Wide Family Wellness Check-ins and the
expansion of the SFUSD Family Resource Link to the Student & Family Resource Link.
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5 - additional detailscan be ound in the Fall Plan.in sections or T.eachin ~ team in
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· e Protocols and <Zoordinated Car

Continuity of Learning

Iin-Person Instructional Offerings

I

(A d~scription -o f the actions the LEA will take to offer classroom-based instruction whenever possible, particularly for students who have
experienced significant learning loss due to school closures in the 2019-2020 school year o·r are at a _greater risk of experiencing learning loss·
d.ue .to future SGhool closures.]

--

Given the shifting nature of the impact of COVI0-19, carefutconsideration must be paid to the re-opening of school campuses for in-person learning. SFUSD will continue to
monitor guidance from local health officials who regularly assess public health data to determine when it will be safe to begin transitioning into Phase 2 - Hybrid Model.
Because each school and district office has variation In a number of operational components Including staffing, facility size, workplace set-up and student enrollment, there
are many factors that we will need to consider and protocols that will need to be in place in order to ensure the safety and well-being of our students, staff and families.
The CDPH d]jjactive from July 17 states that "schools and school districts may reopen for in-person instruction at any time if they are located in a local health jurisdiction
(LHJ)'that has not been on the coynty monjtortne list within the prior 14 days. If the LHJ has been on the monitoring list within the last 14 days, the school must conduct
distance learning only, until their LHJ has been off the monitoring list for at least 14 days." The county of San Francisco is currently on the State's monitoring list
Plans for Phase 2 (Gradual phased in approach to retumiiw students to physical space, considering limited in-person schooling for small groups of priority students at a limited number
of physical school locations) are currently In development and may continue to change depending on local public health conditions and updates in State and Local guidelines.
We will work closely with our labor partners, using the guiding values developed by the Persoonel Working Group to ensure that a return to school sites prioritizes staff
safety and wellness while meeting the needs of our students to the greatest extent possible.

Health and Safety
CDPH guidelines outline the health and safety measures that should be induded in any school reopening plan including 1) promoting healthy hygiene practices; 2) intensify
cleaning, dlslhfectlng & ventilation; 3) Implementing distancing Inside and outside the dassroom; 4) ensuring teacher and staff safety 5) limiting sharing; 6) training all staff
and educating families; 7) checking for signs and symptoms: 8) developing a plan for when a staff member, child or visitor becomes sick; 9) developing a plan to maintain
healthy operations; 10) consideration for partial or full school closure.
In order to ensure the health and·safety of our students, staff and families, clear protocols will be in place for each of those measures along with plans to train staff, students
and families in the protocols, set up physical space to ensure social distancing and address the needs of students and staff who have health or other risk factors that would
prevent them from participating in-person.

Teaching and Leaming
SFUSD Is exploring a variety of innovative ways to implement a hybrid model that keeps the health and safety of students and educators at the center.
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Grouping Options/Possibilities for Students
We are identifying different ways to group students, modeling options for scheduling small student cohorts on alternating days, half days or week/month long blocks.

Use of Time and Space
We are rethinking time and space to facilitate in-person learning, a component of our District's 1Q-Bi& Shifts as outlined in Vision 2025. Examples being explored include;
but are not limited to, outdoor learning facilities, access for targeted student populations, and rotating schedules for students.

1.
I

Priority Student Groups
We have identified a number of priority groups for in-person learning. The Teaching and Learning Work Group highlighted four subsets of the population that would benefit
from in-person learning first
-Our youngest learn~rs in grade PK-2
-Students.with moderate to severe disabilities
-Vulnerable populations (homeless, foster youth)
-Students with less than 60% engagement in online learning

Operations and Logistics
SFUSD Policy and Operations is deeply involved in planning for a gradual return hybrid scenario. Over the next several weeks, SFUSD Operations teams will:

-Determine a total number ofin-person.leaming useats" SFUSD can provide on a daily basis. Given available resources and health mandates, SFUSD can open 3.2 million square
feet of SFUSD schQol sites for in-person learning on a daily basis. SFUSD's total square feet of instructional space is roughly 7.8 million square feet. Based on an analysis of
SFUSD's capacity, 3.2 million of square feet yields approximately 15,000 in-person learning student seats on a daily basis. In contrast, SFUSD's total student population is
54,000 students.
-Prioritize students for access to in-person learning opportunities. With a daily 15,000 seat constraint, SFUSD will need to prioritize student populations for in-person learning
opportunities. Based on feedback from the community and educational needs, SFUSD recommends prioritizing in-person learning for younger learners(Pre K - 2nd grade),
and students of all grades from vulnerable populations.
~

.. .

-Decide on locations and schedule for In-person learning. SFUSD is engaged in a site by site review, assessing each school site's "readiness" for in-person learning within the
context of COVID19 safety mandates. Sites with in classroom sinks, large schoolyards, and multiple points of entry/exit will be reac:IY first for in-person learning. Staff will
;analyze available educator, custodial, student nutrition service, and transportation staffing levels to determine how many classrooms can be opened for in-person Learning
across SFUSD sites•
-Build out"school sites to comply with COVID-19 health and safety guidance. Once sites are identified and schedules set, SFUSD will organize a build out process to move
furniture, distribute COVID-19 response supplies, post signage, repair windows, and make any other necessary site changes.
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SD f;all Plan 2020

Actions Related to In-Person Instructional Offerings
Descljption

~

Total Funds

Contributing

Manage design and construction of new school facilities, expansion or enhancement at sites, and improve the
District's schools, creating an environment that will stimulate interest in learning and·assist students and
teachers to perform at their best. Ensure access to clean facilities, sustainable programming and maintenance
of schoolyards, and fisca'lly-responsible, utility use to maximize investment in students' instructional time.
Manage the design of school facilities and enhancements to school sites in service of health and safety;
measures include window repair, ventilation system improvements, and other necessary site changes.

$8,876,000

N

Ensure access to safe, socially-distant learning spaces through the provision of Personal Protective Equipment,
outfrtting af spaces with appropriate furniture and other physical equipment.

$1,200,000

N

Increase-the Custodial workforce so that cleaning and disinfecting efforts can be expanded at school sites
when physical buildings are opened to students and staff.

$1,115,000

N

Strengttfen transportation's role in providing equitable access to the range of opportunities available to our
students and ensure access to transportation as required.

$6,524,000

y

Establish a COVID-19 reserve to secure funding for unanticipated needs that arise as hybrid scenarios are
cemented and SFUSD prepares to welcome students and staff back to in-person le-arning.

$10,500,000

N

IDistance Lea.ming Program

I

Continuity of Instruction
{A description ,of how the: LEA will provide continuity _o f instruction during the school year to ensure pupils have access to a full curriculum of
substantially similar quality regardless of the method of delivery, including the LEA's plan for curriculum and instructionaJ resources that will
ensure instru~iona1 continu!n', for pupils if a transition be.tween in-~erson instruction and distance learning is necessary.]

;

.

All materials that are accessible to students during distance learning a re Common Core-aligned. This applies to digital and non-digital materials, which will facilitate a
continuous learning cycle for students regardless of their environment In the digital space via Google Classrooms, the Curriculum & Instruction Department will provide a
revised scope-and sequence for the year with guidance on what priority standards/content to focus on called the major work of the grade. This will provide a consistent
foundation for instructional content across the district While teachers Will enhance and adapt the content as needed for students, it is exJ?etted that the given scope and
sequence will center instruction in a way that maintains rigor and offers opportunities for learning at high levels.
SFUSD has developed Launch Units forevery grade level and discipline with a focus on connection and orientation to online routines and relationships. These units highlight
a sequential digital agency (formerly citizenship) curriculum to support students. SFUSD has also provided a unit 1 for each grade and content focused on grade level content
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standards through a dfstance learning approach. Regular support for distance learning will be provided throughout the duration of distance learning. In additlcm, scaffolds
for special student populations, induding students with IEPs and English language learners are embedded in all launch units and unit one.

As a means to continually engage students during synehronous and asynchronous learning, a suite of digital applications are available to teachers to use with-students. These
applications are organized by function and content Approved apps serve to provide digital learning opportunities and attend to student safety; and per the UESF Distance
Leaming MOU,,educators must only use approved applications and platforms to assure compliance with relevant data privacy provisions. All platforms/tools/applications
require a district-approved contract/agreement At this time, we are not approving and implementing additional applications given feedback from students, families, and
educators to streamline the use of existing applications for distance learning.
Here'are the Appmyed Dlelta! Innis and Apps that are available within SFUSD for distance learning. There is also information on Instructional purpose, as well as resources,
training, and support to get started in their effective use.
The Curriculum and Instruction Department has curated non-digital resources to support our youngest and most wlnerable learners. These resources include a
theme-based ELA workbook, a math workboo~ hands on science experiments, Wonders workbook (for ELD), a set of leveled textS, and materials in Spanish as well as
Chinese/Mandarin. These materials are also Common Core aligned and are meant to transition with students when we return to In-person learning. These resources further
.supportstudents In providinga balance between time on a digital device and paper-based learning. This combination more readily reflects the experience that a student
might have in the brick and mortar classroom.

Access to Devices and Connectivity
[A description of how the LEA will ensure access to devices and connectivity for all pupils to support distance learnin.Q.]
SFUSDremains committed to assisting all students in need of technology and will continue to work diligently to ensure all students remain engaged as we begin distance
lea ming In August Spring device and Internet connectivity distribution focused on students in grades 3-12. We are committed to increasing access to include students in
grades PK-2
Digital learning In SFUSD takes place on line through a learning management system. A Learning Management System (LMS) is an application used as an online learning
classroom or hub. It is where teachers can post and receive assignments, provide ongoing feedback to students, and communicate learning back to families. Seesaw is
SFUSD'sofficial LMS for grades PK-2, while Google Classroom is our LMS for grades 3-12.
Virtual Interactions with students require a strong understanding of digital agency and thoughtful consideration of how to best meet students' learning needs. The Gyjde to
Vlrt11a1 Meetlne; with Sti 1cJeots contains Information regarding digital agency, norms for onllne learning resources. as well as information on selecting the best tool for virtual
meetings with students.
In addition to accessing learning through management systems like Seesaw, Google, and Zoom, the SFUSQ Pieltal Backpack is a collection of district-approved tools that
have been vetted for safety and privacy. Backpacks are personalized for each student based on their school and grade. Everything is accessed from c!eygr sfusd ecJ11 using a
dlstrict_-provkJed Google email account - students need only to click the ·Log in with Google" button using the student's SFUSD Google ID and password (or K-2 students can
use scannable badges to log in}. SFUSD Google accounts and badges are accessible through SF.USD's Famlly Portal, ParentVue, and Student Portal, StudentVue.

rce: SF.fJSID'fOll P.Ian
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As of1August 31. 2020,SFUSD has distributed a total of 25,800 devices, which includes 18,600 Chromebooks, 1,050 iPads and 6,150 hotspots.SFUSD has outlined
guidelines for communications during school closure inthe Notice of Virtual Meetine,s for Synchmno115 I eamhJ&
Virtual Meetings with students require astrong understanding of digital agency and thoughtful consideration of how to best meet students' learning needs. We have digital
agency norms for online learning resources. Sites have been carefully considering which tool will work best for them and their students, and are asked to explore all
recommended,settings and security considerations before using these tools with students.

Pupil Participation and Progress

lA ~escription of how the LEA will assess pupil progress through live contacts and synchronous instructional minutes, and a description of how
the LEA will measure par:ticir:>ation and time value of pupil work.]
Assessing Pupll Progress
SFUSO will leverage a broad range of assessments to provide educators with valuable Information that can be used to build relationships with and support students on their
lea ming Journey throughout the school year. Formal and Informal assessments in English Language Arts, Math, and Social-Emotional Well-Being will be utilized to Identify
gaps that students may have developed due to prolonged school closure, regularly gauge student understanding/progress, and inform instruction and Intervention
strategies. There will continue to be.ongoing, regular teacher feedback on student work to monitor and advance learning.
Educators regularly monitor student progress, reflect on distance instructional practices used In achieving Intended outcomes, and use data to Inform Instruction and
Intervention Written and/or oral feedback on student work is consistently provided to monitor and advance lea ming.
Students are expected to complete assigned learning activities each day, showing proof of participation in daily virtual instruction by satisfactorily engaging with assigned
learning activities and completing assignments.
Timely·and regular feedback will be provided to students as well as families, who are critical partners in distance learning. Teacherswill use existing district systems to
measure academic progress, track student data and assign grades.
·
~

5~
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Participation

58-98 section 43504 requires us to document dally participation for each student, each school day for distance learning. It further defines daily participation to include,
although not limited to, evidence of participation in ·on line activities, completion of regular assignments, completion of assessments, and contacts between staff and students
or theJr families.
For SFUSD, attendance will be taken daily by educators in Synergy; our district+student information system, with a ·01stance.Leaming" participation tode. To be considered
•present" and not be marked absent during distance learning, students must meet one or more of the following daily learning requirements:
-Participation in daily live interaction activities such as Zoom/Meet meetings or small group Instructional
-Participation In the·district-designated learning management platform (Seesaw for grades K-2 or Google Classroom for grades 3-12) and complete independent work or
work assignments.
-1:1 lnteractlonwith educators via virtual or telephonic platforms
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-Evidence of completion and submission of assignments via the district-designated platforms. When unable to submit assignments via district-designated platforms,
students can submit assignments via emails, photos, phone conferences, or other forms of documentation.
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Distance Learning Professional Development
·u

(A description ofthe professional development and resources that will be provided to staff to support the distance learning program, including
technological su~~rt.]
We continue to develop resources and supports to ensure that distance lea ming is more robust and successful for each and every student and that our educators are
prepared to engage with students in this way. We have heard clearly from our students and families, that consistent connection ~nd engagement is critical to engaging our ·
learners and supporting families. Over the Spring, SFUSD offered professional learning opportunities in a variety of modes that support personalized learning pathways for
adults. We have built these out further for the Fall, with much input and support educators, which includes teachers, paraeducators, site leaders and other school staff
members.
In order t-o support teachers in prEll>Clring each and every student to achieve the Graduate Profile, adults in the district will continue to need varied, timely, and personalized
professional learning that can no longer be met through in-person training alone.
SFUSD will satisfy this need through a sustainable and systematized online/blended professional learning environment that not only incorporates best practices in online
learning but also,advances adult learning, provides leadership opportunities, and models structures for future use with students. Educators will .choose"'from a variety of
professional learning offerings across the categories below to personalize their learning and development.
Our Professional Leaming Opportunities allow educators to deepen their knowledge In these areas by learning the recommended practices to Improve distance learning
both from research,.from one another and with an equity mindset
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:recbnology canbe leveraged for personalized learning experiences,, providing student-centered learning opportunities that are scaffolded, student-paced, adaptive,
engaging~imd flexible so that all students meet rigorous academic standards and effectively communicate, collaborate, create, and th ink criticall"tas-global citizens in

preparation for college and,career. Through teehnology-enabled learnin& students can have agency, choice, and voice in their learning pathway. We recognize that there is a
steep learning curve when it·comes to actualizing the potential of the technologies available to us, and we have provided a number of resources. to educators to support them
with things like learning management sv~ems, digita Iportfolio platforms, virtua Iassessment strategies, accessibifity in dlgital design, and t ectJnglpgy resources for tam ilies
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In August 2020, SFUSD hosted It's 5th Ann ya! Digits!! District Day for educators, staff and leaders. Nearly 3,000 participants engaged In this full day event to support our
coilective capacity to work and collaborate in a digital environment and to design for technology-enabled deeper learning experiences that build the SFUSD Graduate
Profile Competencies for ALL students.

SFUSD offers a suite of professional development offerings to staff. Professional Development is inclusive of synchronous weblnars (and in person sessions), asynchronous
sessions or series, playlists/curated training videos, teacher collaboration and professional learning communities, virtual lab/demonstrations classrooms and coaching. These
structures offer recurring opportunities for_staff to collaborate, share and access best practices. The Distance Learning Priorities (anti-racist practices, wellness, deeper
learning practices toward the graduate profile, authentic partnership bridge) of the district serve as the basis for professional development that is available to all staff. While
these professional development opportunities are optional, the framework for these priorities are infused in the Distance Leaming lessons, units of study as well as during
professional learning collaborations, office hours, webinars and asynchronous learning modules. SFUSD tracks professional development offerings, frequency and
participation through the professional development calendar as well as collects feedback from participants to inform improvements and future offerings.
Every PD opportunity, whether face-to-face, blended, or online, supports the development of every educator in the any or all of the following areas to ensure Deeper
Leaming toward the Graduate Profile:
- Foundational Skills Development
-COiiaboration
-Equitable Access and Demand/Agency
-Mindset
-Assessment for Leaming
-Inquiry

;· -~

Educators can choose from a variety of professional learning offerings in these categories to personalize their learning and development

Staff Roles and Responsibilities

IA descri~iion o

the new roles and

re~~nsibilities,of affected

staff as a result of COVID-19.]

Given the circumstances of COVID-19, we recognize·the need to support employees to futfill job responsibilities with maximum flexibility given childcare needs, technology
access, providing care to relatives, and other COVID-19 related circumstances, including opportunities to fulfill job responsibilities asynchronously as needed. We also
kriow that we need to -expand our-capacity to support students during distance learning, given the varied experiences experienced by students and families in the Spring.
SFUSD scoped ·g uidance for various school roles in order to maximize outreach to students and increase engagement in distance learning. Descriptions of these- roles can
be found In the Fall 2020 SFUSD Distance Leaming Guide and are linked ~ for reference.
50llrc-e:riF.a1i;202msFt!JSD 'Dlst.anc~t.:earnlno~.GiJlde
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Supports for Pupils with Unique Needs
[A description of the additional supports the L~ will provide during distance learning to assist pupils.with unique.needs, including English
learnet.s, pupils with exeeptional needs served across the full continuum of placements, pupils in foster care, and pupils who ar.e e~periencing
homelessne.ss.]
Students wltll lndlvlduallzed Education Program {IEP)
Jhe move from in-person instruction to distance learning has caused disruption in the delivery of all education for both students receiving special education services and
their,non-disabled peers. Students receiving special education services require specialized academic Instruction and related services in order to access and thrive
educationally. We know that we have to be intentional in our support for students with IEPs to support their needs in distance lea ming.
SB-98 amended CA Education Code§ 5634S(a)(9)(A)-(C) to require·a description of the means by which the IEP will be provided under "emergency conditions" "in which
instruction or services, or both, cannot be provided at the school or in person for more than 10 school days." This description must include: (i) Special education and related
services; (ii) Supplementary aids and services; (iii) Transition services; and (iv) Extended school year services. This "Emergency Learning Plan" must be developed at initial
IEPs or at the next regularly scheduled revision of the IEP. As this provision became effective on June 29, 2020, and as SFUSD is entering the 2020-21 school year under
emergency conditions, The Special Education Department will support Case Managers in drafting a Prior Written Notice with a pmposed Emergency Learning Plan pursuant
toSB,.98 for parents to review. This Emergency Learning Plan will replace the Distance Learning Plans created in the Spring of 2020. The PWN must provide Parents an
opportunity to provide meaningful input by offering to discuss the proposed Emergency Learning Plan and agree on written revisions, or to hold an Amendment IEP meeting.
Additionally, Case Managers will continue to schedule annual IEPs. Special Education Supervisors and Content Specialists will offer a collaborative structure-and framework
to support teachers and families in the development, execution and the accessing of distance learning.

English Learners
!: 1

From our Spring data review we know that we need to focus efforts to support our English Learners in distance learning. They need to receive both regular Designated and
daily Integrated English Language Development (ELD) to support their language development needs.
Qm5ldfratT005for-St1fJpgrtlneFaeHsh t earners With Pistan I earnine outlines six considerations for educators planning to support English language learners during

distance learning• .General education teachers shou.ld incorporate universal design into distance learning and planning for accommodations and modifications for students
with special needs. School site schedules for distance lea ming should include a plan for co-teaching synchronous lessons, providing small group or individual support, and
designated ELD.

Serving Foster, Homeless, Sheltered&. Recently Detained Youth
We know particular attention needs to be made to connect with our foster, homeless, sheltered and recently detained youth. These students and families in crisis have no
choice but to-manage other big transitions during our collective transition and we work to ensure support is in place to on board them smoothly, build connections to the
school community, and check regularly to address barriers as they arise.
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All Foster, Homeless, and Justice Involved Youth have the right to
-Immediate enrollment in school with or without proof of residency and academic records.
-Partial and transfer credit per SFUSD AR6146j 1 For high·school students, this may include credit for work done during the period of closure.

-

.

Homeless vmrth-- Students and families who are experiencing housing instability may face even greater challenges at this time. This includes families IMng on the streets, in
a car, In motels/SROs, couch surfing, and doubled up. Homeless students typically retain the right to remain enrolled in their school of origin even if they are no longer staying
in the immediate area.
f'asterYnuth-Students who experience a change of foster placement retain the right to remain enrolled In their school of origin If It Is In their best lnterestFoster famllles
won't always have access to ParentVue, and will need support getting set up to support students remote learning. Every school has a foster youth liaison who can provide
additional support.
Sbe!terYwtb- Students placed by Probation and living in the Boys and Girls Shelters are enrolled at a variety of high schools. SFUSD has worked with the shelter staff to
provide an emergency educational program to all youth in the shelter during the period of closure. While all youth in shelter maintain their rights to placement at any district
school, in some cases itmay make more sense for students in the shelter to be enrolled in a county program for the duration of distance learning, since the shelters are
effectively acting as residential schools.
Detained Youth- Students detained at Juvenile Hall will be receiving distance learning instruction during detention from the Woodside Leaming Center staff. Generally,
students will return to their prior school placement after release from detention. In some cases students leaving detention who do not have a strong connection to another
school may continue with distance learning from Woodside Leaming Center staff.

Actions Related to the.Distance Learning Program
Description
Develop critical tools & systems, build a resilient infrastructure, and redefine the classroom experience to
transform SFUSD into a digital district in an effort to realize Vision 2025 and implement the S~USD strategic
plan so that every student in every school is future ready for college and career success in the 21st century.
Engage our students in a robust, supportive digital environment by providing devices (such as Chromebooks
and hotspots) and access to online learning tools, including Zoom, Seesaw, Google. Classrooms, and
resources in the SFUSD Digital Backpack.
Provide instructional materials and resources that support the PK-12 Core Curriculum. Supplement digital
learning with non-digital learning resources that support the PK-12 Core Curriculum. These supports include
learning kits containing workbooks, instructional supplies, etc.
Deepen implementation of the SFUSD Core Curriculum and design classroom activity, structures, scaffolding
ana opportunities for extension that provide equitable access for all students. In preparation for distance
California Department of Education, July 2020
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Total Funds
Contributing
$13,200,000
N

$552,000

y

$1,163,000

N

,.
~

·-

learning, this includes the design and dissemination of curriculum and other instructional resources for teachers
across various content areas in preparation for digital modes of instructional delivery.
Invest in building and developing the capacity of teachers, leaders and school staff via methods that
incorporate best practices in online learning, advance adult learning, provide leadership opportunities, and
model structures for future use with students.
In addition to online learning tools for student learning, expand access to virtual teaching tools for teachers and
school .site staff including device distribution, Google Suite functions, etc. SFUSD will also provide a one-time
stipend to all bargaining unit members who perform service in the 2020-2021 school year for reasonable costs
associated with purchasing equipment, improving home internet bandwidth, use of phone, or instructional
materials not provided by the District directly related to providing distance learning. Utilize support personnel to
distribute devices and other learning materials to students and staff.

$11I100,000

y

$1,380,000

N

IPupil Learning Loss·

I

[A description of how the LEA will address pupil learning loss that results from COVI D-19 during the 2019-2020 and 2020-21 SGhool years,
'including ho.Wlhe LEA will assess pupils to measure learning status, particularly in the ·areas of English language arts, English language
ijevelopment, and mathematics.]

·- -

SFUSO's Assessment Plan will leverage existing common District Assessments to measure• Pupil Learning Lossn from Fall 2019 to Fall 2020. Using.existing measures
provides a consistent pre- and post-measures, and Is familiar to educators and students. The Fall assessment windows begln-6-8 weeks Into the school year and will conclude
by early November to allow for·schools to focus on school community, student well-being, and strengthening relationships (which aligns to guidance from the Council of
Great Oty Schools and the Center for Reinventing Public Education).
For each student we will calculate the Fall 2019 to Fall 2020 change on numerous metrics (see below). A summary of these measures will be reported overall atthe district
leve~ as well as disaggregated by school, grade, ethnicity, and program. Specifically, each school will receive a report showing both a summary of the change from Fall 2019
to Fall-2020 and the current status of the metric. This presentation wlll be aligned to the California Dashboard to assist schools In Identifying the learning loss of their
students due to COVID-19 Interruptions, develop tiers for differentiated supports, and establish a baseline to monitor learning progress throughout the school year. The
metrics for ELA, ELD, and Math that we plan to use are listed below:
- ELA (gr 1-2): Student-matched change in average proficiency level across ELA standards from their standards-based report card (SBRC) comparing 2019 Trimester 1 to
2020Trimester1.
- ELA (gr 4-HS): Student-matched change in Reading Inventory NCE from Fall 2019-2020. NCE allows comparisons to be made across grade levels.
- Math (gr 1-HS): Student-matched change in the percentage of possible points on the Math Milestone Task from Fall 2019 to Fall 2020
- Reading Inventory (gr 4-HS): Student-matched change In Reading Inventory NCE from Fall 2019 to Fall 2020. NCE allows comparisons to be made across grade levels.
- ELA Grades (gr 1-5): Student-matched change in average proficiency level across ELA standards from their standards-based report card.(SBRC) comparing 2019 Trimester
1to2020·Trimester1.
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- ELD Grades (gr 1-5): Student-matched change In average proficiency level across ELD standards from their standards-based report card (SBRC) comparing 2019 Trimester
1to2020Trimester1.
- ELA grades (gr 7-HS): Student-matched change in grade points received in their ELA course comparing 2019 marking period 1to2020 marking period 1.
- ELD grades (gr 7-HS): Student-matched change in grade points received in their ELD course comparing 2019 marking period 1to2020 marking period 1.

In addition, families will also receive a District Assessments Results student-level report, which will provide information for each assessment, commensurate results, what
the results mean, and family resources.
SFUSD's Assessment Plan will leverage existing common District Assessments to monitor pupil progress. These include the Reading Inventory and the Math Miiestone Task,
which wilt be administered In the Fall (October 2020) and Spring (February 2021). Further, a guide for families on District Assessments will be shared.

Pupil Learning Loss Strategies
[A ~scripfion of the actions and :Strategies the LEA wilt use to address learning loss and accelerate lea ming progress for pupils, as needed,
including how these strategies differ for pupils who are English learners; low-ineome_;foster youth; pupils with exceptional needs; and pupils
experiencing homelessness.]
The foundational strategy to address learning loss is the formation of relationships between teachers and students. This Is established through the teaming themes of ideas,
community, feelings, emotions and goaf setting for primary students and the themes of community building and •radical healing" for secondary students. These targeted
themes were developed to allow for-students to enter the virtual classroom space as individuals first with varying assets and talents regardless of their environment
Creating the space for relationships allows for more opportune moments to address teaming loss with focal populations.
SFUSD has focused on addressing learn Ing loss as well as acceleration opportunities for targeted groups of students within the district. There have been a variety of
strategies implemented and actions taken to address acceleration and learning loss. In relation to learning loss the following steps have been taken by.the district:

Extendec1-Learning
-Summer school program focused on credit recovery for each of the targeted populations
-Summer program, Extended School Year (ESY), for students with IEPS, focused literacy instruction including i-Splre
-Summer program focused on accelerated math courses (i.e.geometry), which gave priority to low income students

Targeted Interventions
-ELD instruction is prioritized in the master schedule of each school to address the needs of English Learners
-Small group Instruction is prioritized in the master schedule to allow for students to access above grade level content in reading and math for each targeted population
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-Focus on acceleration has been a vital component of the Instructional programming in SFUSD for targeted populations.
-Non-digital instructional materials were purchased in several languages to support the English language development of English learners
-Noll"digital instructional materials were developed to specifically address students in Special Day Classes (SOC) and mod/severe classes
-Small group instruction Is prioritized in the master schedule of each school to support each of the targeted populations
-Targeted students on IEP's receive small group instruction using I-Spire or Reading 180
-Integrated curriculum was developed across departments to support each of the targeted populations
-Scaffolding was strategically built into the start of year instructional lessons/units to support students with exceptional needs and English learners
-Integration of.digital applications such as Nearpod, Wonders and Benchmarks to create a more engaging digital environment for English learners as well as the
aforementioned targeted populations
-Olgital applications provide students to work Independently at the math level and access higher levels of learning (i.e.Dreambox), this access Is provided to students In Title I
schools only
-Personalized learning creates unique learning opportunities for students to engage with (on grade level and accelerated) content that addresses their specific learning
needs '(students with special needs) Strategies employed will vary by grade span and program need, but can include utilizing applications that provide students with text at
their personalized reading.level, learning management systems that allow educators to differentiate instruction by assigning students different tasks and projects, and
additional adaptive technology that provide for universal design for learning (e.g. text to speech). Further, educators are able to leverage the use of digital portfolios to
curate and sharestudent work with families and monitor student progress towards graduate profile competencies.

Relationships
-Targeted attendance and wellness check-ins with students who are homeless and foster youth
-Deeper learning pillars {primarily communication) was strategically placed in the start of the year lessons to increase opportunities for English learners in asynchronous

practice and parent support
- Deeper learning opportunities within the instructional units/lessons, which focus on creativity, communication and critical thinking skills for each of the targeted
populatlons
-Non-dgital.lnstructlonal materials provide students with opportunities to use project based learning as a way to address complex topics and Issues that exist within
neighborhood communities, in political and societal structures using an anti-racist white supremacy lens for each targeted population
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Effectiveness of Implemented Pupil Learning Loss Strategies
fA description of how the effectiveness oft e services or supports pr-ovided to address learning loss will be measured.)
Given the inherent challenges of distance learning, SFUSD wlll regularly track daily attendance and digital activity metrics (see below) to monitor student engagement. The
percentage of days in attendance or with digital activity will be calculated. Both status (updated daily for every student) and change (across 6-week cycles within the year)
will be-presented to school sites so that they are able to note improvements made in engagement as well as where progress still needs to be made. The metrics that will be
used.fur tracking attendance and digital activity are llsted below:
-Attendance: Daily attendance taken by teachers in synchronous meetings with students.
- Digital Activity: Indicator for any daily activity on Clever, Google Suite, Securly, or Zoom.
SFUSD wm also leverage existing common District Assessments as progress monitors to ascertain the impact of the supports and services provided to address learning loss.
A curated list of assessments will al5o be available, and can be flexibly administered at a school site's or teacher's discretion to frequently monitor student progress and
inform support.
We will compare the Spring Semester 2021 District Assessment results to the Fall Semester 2020 District Assessment results as a baseline measure-f or each·student A
summary of progress will be reported at the district level, as well as disaggregated by school, grade, ethnicity, and program. Both change and status·will be reported to school
sites so that they are able to see the progress their students have made and have an Idea of how much further they can grow. The metrics that will be used for progress
monitoring are listed below:
- ELA: Student-matched change in Reading Inventory NCE from Fall 2020 to Spring 2021
- Math: Student-matched change in the percentage of possible points on the Math Milestone Task from Fall 2020 to Spring 2021
1· •

Families will also receive a District Assessments Results student-level report during the Parent/Teacher Conference weeks, which will provide information for each
assessment, commensurate results, what the results mean, and family resources for ELA and Math.

Actions to Address Pupil Learning Loss
·Contributing
Total Funds
Description
$1,630,000
Leverage common District Assessments to measure Pupil Leaming Loss from Fall 2019 to Fall 2020, using
N
existing measures for consistency and familiarity.
y
Ensure Uiat all students are college or career ready by offering engaging instruction in all classes, as well as
$4,400,000
multiple credit recovery options and a 9th grade transition program. In addition, SFUSD will offer a range of
programs and experiences to support struggling students, including Career Technical Education pathways,
AVID, AVID ExCEL in middle schools for English Learners, integrated course offerings, Dual Enrollment at City
College of San Francisco, and Extended Leaming and Support programs during the school year and summer.
Through supplemental'staffin-g allocations to schools, SFUSD will provide counselors, support staff, and
training related to course. placement and student counseling.
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SF USO will provide supplemental targeted supports to schools for the purpose of augmenting core instruction

$24, 100,000

y

$300,000

y

for English Learners, students with disabilities, and other students who may struggle to master grade-level
standards. These supplements include targeted instructional learning materials, guidance on acceleration in
Math and Language Arts, academic intervention support staff (literacy coaches, bilingual teachers, additional
class-size reduction staff, instruction reform facilitators), increased professional development, and literacy
software.
Regularly monitor the progress and connectedness of foster and homeless youth, and prioritize priority access
to customized academic and social/emotional supports and enrichment programs.

Mental Health and s·ocial and Emotional Well-Being
1[:~Hiescription

of how the. LEA will monitor a·nd support mental health and social and emotional well-being of pupils and staff during the school
~ear, including the professional development and resources that will be provided to pupils and staff·to address trauma and other impacts of
·COVID-19 on the scnool communiw.J
·
The guiding principle of Coordinated Care Plan for Wellness & Authentic Partnership is Anti-Racist Healing Practices - supporting families, students and staff wellness
through healing practices that center around anti-racism, partnership and building community to create a safe and supportive school culture & di mate.
Family partnership is a key ingredient to educational equity and student success. Research shows that when schools effectively partner with families, connecting student
learning between home and school, students do better. They go to school more often. Their behavior improves. They achieve more long-term successes. We·define Family
Partnership as the-collaboration between school staff, families, and the greater community in support of student achievement based on authentic relationships, mutual
respect, and shared responsibilities. The partnership begins in our classroom with consistent two way communication between teachers and families. We attend to the
wellness, health; and safety of our communities above all else. This means that, every day, we use our hearts and minds when we engage with our communities. Even when
things are urgent, we slow down enough to pay attention to each other's humanity first
,As part of the Coordinated Care Plan for Wellness & Authentic Partnership, each school will have a site based Coordinated Care Team (CCT) w.hose members include the
school based staff whose work focuses on school climate, family partnerships, SFCSD student support staff, ExCEL Site Coordinator or Beacon Director, and other staff
identified by the school administrator. The purpose of the CCT is to support the implementation of schoolwide and classroom based practices to support student, staff and
family wellness and partnership.
The site based CCT will be supported by a centrally based Wellness & Authentic Partnership Team led by the Student, Family, Community Support Division. The SFCSD
Wellness & Partnership Team will provide support and consultation including:
-Tier 1: Professional development and trainingfor Tier 1 practices.
-Tier2: Consultation and training to school sites for case management for early intervention support.
-Tier 3: Targeted support for case management support for students and families who need more targeted support and services which may include working with .City
partners to support·students and families.
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In addition the SFCSD Wellness & Partnership Team will provide lead coordination for:
-Expansion of the SB ISQ Eamlly Resource Link to the SFUSD Student & Family Resource Link to provide access to district information for students and families through an
onllne request.form, emall or phone llne.
-District Wide Family Wellness Check-ins in August, November, February and April. The Wellness Check-ins are designed as a family partnership practice with the primary
focus is to listen to and affirm the needs of our fall!illes, to offer linkages to immediate resources and to identify families forfurtherfollow-up.
-Exploring the Implementation ·o f District wide Student Check-in surveys to collect quick perception data from students to deliver frequent, rapid supports throughout the
year.
ound in tfie Hill. P.lan In section tor. Coordinated Gare Plan tor Wellness

It generally takes 3-4 weeks to analyze the Wellness Check-in data for reporting purposes; however any calls that identify urgent or follow up needs are brought to the site
based CCT team for follow up. If needed, the central Wellness and Partnership team assists schools sites in supporting students·and families. A report on findings will be
provided after each wave of Family Wellness Check-ins. The Wellness Check-ins are designed as a family partnership practice with the primary focus is to listen to and affirm
the needs of our families, to offer linkages to immediate resources and to identify families for further follow-up through the site based Coordinated Care Team.

;·

In additlon to the Family Wellness Check-Ins, we will be using a staff survey to help monitor and support the well-being of staff. The Personnel Work Group convened as part
of our stakehokler engagement process, and identified core values to guide personnel policies during the COVID-19 pandemic. The first of which is: The health, safety and
wellness ofstudents, families and all personnel will'take priority over all other considerations. This includes measures intended to prevent the spread of COVID-19 but also
applies to wellness supports for students, staff and families. We will use the staff survey quarterly to gauge wellness and support needs for district staff.

Pupil and Family Engagement and Outreach
, ·
,:

{A description of pupil engagement and outreach, including the procedures for tiered reengagement strategies for pupils who are absent from
d~nce lea ming_and how the LEA will provide outreach to pupils and their parents-or guardians, including in lar.iguages other than English,
when pupils are not meeting compulsory education requirements, or if the LEA determines lhe pupil is,not is not engaging im instruction and is
at risk of learning loss.]
Attendance and participation In learning Is critical for students to access Instruction and connect with their educators and peers. We know that schools are places for
interaction and·conneetion and those are critical levers for learning to happen. And, current circumstances will require us to think differently about how we engage remotely
(during distanc~ learning. Our approach is to ensure that each and every student is seen as an individ1,1al, has the instructional materials they need to make academic progress
and the support they need to feel emotionally secure. The Coordinated Care Plan for Wellness and Authentic Partnership is outlined in the SFUSD Fall Plan 2020 and in the
SRJSD F.amltv Distance Lea mine Gujde.
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Family Outreach
See information about Coordinated Care Tearn Information in the Mental Health and Social-Emotional Well-Being section above.
Additionally, we are targeting efforts to increase family participation and activation on ParentVue which offers families access to student school information, including
-attendance, assignments and grades, and school and district communication.

Tiered Re-Engagement Strategies

Each student is connected to one specific adult that will be responsible for connecting with them on a dally basis. This is a common practice in elementary schoOI when
teachers have their unique dass roster for the majority of the day, however, we are implementing a new approach in secondary dassrooms so that each individual student
has that deept:onnectlon with one adult and a small group of peers to build deep relationships In a consistent way. This homeroom or advisory teacher wlll be the first point
of contact in reaching out to students who are absent from distance learning. They wlll reach out via ParentVUE, phone and email. Some teachers will choose to conduct
home·visits to check on their students and if these strategies do not yield success, the point of contact will elevate the need to the Coordinated Care Tearn (Ccn referenced
the Mental Heattti and Social-Emotional Well-Being section above.
Dally attendance is identified as a Tier 1 practice at each school site along with the following practices to support student engagement:
-The CCT Identifies and sets school-wide and dassroom expectations that align with the District's Safe and Supportive Schools Resolution that promote a safe, respectful,
and bully-free school environment, Including the mechanism for reporting and investigating reported complaints of bullying In the classroom. Expectations shall be shared
with all students, familieS, and staff
-TheCCT.creates a clear and predictable two-way communication plan for families that includes frequent messaging that includes all critical information and utilizes family
partnership,toolklts and resournes to integrate family partnership into school site plan as part of the Partnership Bridge.
-The.CCT team monitors attendance for student engagement perthe Dlstanee Learning Attendance Gulde for Schools
-Any student.missing 60% or more of attendance in a week must receive tiered Intervention support which may Include a call home for a classroom teacher. Teachers being
part of the tiered interventions is part of keeping our commitment to the Authentic Partnership Bridge.

'.
·• J

-The CCT leads the coordination of District Wide Family Wellness Check ins in August, November, February and April. The Wellness Check ins are de5igned as a family
partnership P.ractice with a human connection as the primary focus is to listen to and affirm the needs of our families, to offer linkages to immediate resources, to promote
the student and family re~rce link and to identify families for further follow-up.
-The CCT team provides ongoing coordination with community based partners to support student and families needs.

Students who miss 60% or more of attendance In a week will be referred to the site based Coordinated Care Team who will Implement the following tiered interventions:
-Identified members of CCT collaborate with parent/guardian, student and teacher/s to schedule a family-centered Student Success Tearn (SST) meeting to create an action
plan Including a follow up family·center Student Success Team meeting.
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-In lieu of SST meeting, Tier2 lnterventlons may be implemented with prior parent/guardian consent
-Follow-up SST is scheduled with all stakeholders in 4-6 weeks to review data collected, assess progress toward identified goals, and to make modifications to the plan as
needed. Parent/Guardian should be communicated with throughout the 4-6 week monitoring process.

-CCT tracks and monitors all SST action plans to ensure effective Implementation, follow-through and data tracking.

School Nutrition
IA description of how the LEA will provide nutritionally adequate meals for an pupils, including those students who are eligible for free or
reduced-price meals, when pupils are participating in both in-person instruction and distance learning, as applicable.]
We maintain our commitment to ensuring no student goes hungry. When distance learning commences in August, all SFUSOstudentscan access 5 days' worth of meals
(lndudlng breakfast, lunch, supper, fresh fruits and vegetables, and milk) every Wednesday, 10:30-12, at 18 school sites and Treasure Island. Student Nutrition Services
12tSl Intentionally selected schools in areas of the City with large numbers of students who are eligible for free or reduced-price meals.
Adults can pick up meals-for their children. We are sending each student a barcode that they, or the parents/guardians, can use when picking up meals. Meals will be
available for all SFtJSO students, and they will be free for students who qualify or attend CEP schools. If a student is not eligible for free or reduced-price meals, $22.50 per
bag will be charged to their SchoolCafe account
Onee in person leamin'g starts, in order to support social distancing and limit exposure among students, school meals will be provided in classrooms and schoolyards rather
than In cafeterias.

Additional Actions to Implement the Learning Continuity Plan
Section
Pupil and Family Engagement and
Outreach

Pupil and Family Engagement and
Outreach

Description
Total Funds
Establish and maintain communication structures for consistent,
$5,029,565
frequent information· and resource sharing. Develop resources for
parents and families, including webinars and direct technology
support. Curate website content specific to the articulated needs of
students and families for the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Provide
translation services for students and families as needed.
Strengthen the structures for shared responsibility a9foSS different $14,027,000
departments in the district to lead practices that inform, engage,
and empower SFUSD students and families. Examples include the
"Ready4K" text messaging service utilized by the Early Education
Department and the Student and Family Resource Link (accessible
via an online request form, email, or phone line).
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Contributing
N

y

Mental Health and Social and Emotional
\Nell-Being

Build the capacity of district staff to enact the Coordinated Care
Plan for Wellness & Authentic Partnership through Anti-Racist
Healing Practices that center around anti-racism, partnership and
building community to create a safe and supportive school culture
& climate.

$1,300,000

N

School Nutrition

Ensure access to healthy food and nutrition for all students PreK 12 through the provision of free "grab and go" meals at designated
pick-up sites. In addition to meals available for pick-up, offer
door-to-door delivery for students with disabilities or special dietary
needs.

$5,346,783

y

Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and
Low-Income Students
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services
•

i,

I

Increased Apportionment Based on the Enrollment of Foster Youth, English Learners, and
,J-ow-lncome students

14i66%

$ 62,800,000

IRequired Dtt~t;riptions

I

[For the actions being ~rovided to an entire school, or across the entire school district or county office of education (e.OE), an explanation of (1)
how th'e needs of foster yo·uth, English learners, and low-income students were considered first, and (2) how these actions are effective in
meeting the needs ofthese students.]
As.stated In the Introduction, we re<:ognlze students will' likely return with higher levels of need We will see exacerbated achievement gaps due to Inequities In lea ming
opportunities following sustained closures of school buildings. Students will require a variety of supports to address emergent academic, health, and psychological needs. Our
Instructional priorities must be to understand what children can do as well as where they are struggling and where they need emotional as well as academic support, and our
district Is committed to this work. This Includes an explicit and intentional focus on the needs of foster youth, English learners and low-income students.
As. we have·conducted our stakeholder engagement and engaged several work groups, with representatives from organizations representing staff, student and family
perspectives, we have grounded these sessions in equity frames and in data to identify the areas of need for students. Key guiding principles toward this effort include:

Anti-Racist Education for EACH and EVERY
Providing the necessary opportunities to all by ensuring that each student has the right resources to reach their Individual potential in relevant, accessible and thought
provoking Instruction.
Partnership
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Consistent framework for collaboration across sites and grade spans, with a focus on deep partnership with famllles, community organizations and educators, mutually
committed to accomplishing shared goals and actively problem solving.

Humanizing
Supporting families, students and staff wellness through healing practices that create partnership & build community to create a safe & supportive school culture & climate.
We have seen from emerging research that strengthening relationships, targeting interventions and providing extended learning opportunities are identified strategies for
addressing the learning needs of these student groups. We also know that monitoring the progress of these students during distance learning and as we approach a gradual
return to In-person learning Is critical to Informing our approach and Improving our efforts.

__

[A description of how services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income stl!Jdents are being increased' or improved by the percentage
·,'

re~uired.)', _

Budgets for several central divisions include targeted supports for underserved students. While these central office supports operate districtwide, each of their allocations
below serve English Learners, Foster Youth, and students who qualify for Free- and Reduced- Price Lunch.
Curriculum and Instruction (C&I) provides academic support and offers programs and services across a variety of content areas, induding targeted support for unduplicated
student groups. Support Includes professional development on Tier 1, 2 and 3 instruction, ExCEL and AVID programming for unduplicated student groups, and summer
programming for academic support and credit recovery for targeted populations. Across a range of.departments- Multilingual Pathways, Math, Science, and College &
Career Readiness, among others - C&l's work augments core Instruction for English Learners, students with disabilities, and other students who may struggle to master
grade-level standards. These supplements include targeted Instructional learning materials, guidance on acceleration in Math and Language Arts, academic intervention
support staff (llteracy·coaches, blllngual teachers, additional class-size reduction staff, instruction reform facilitators), Increased professional development, and literacy
software, and swnmer programming offerings.
To further support low-income students in Title !·schools, additional digital resources such as Dreambox and Nearpod were purchased to provide more opportunities for
academic access'and engagement. These resources are known to be highly engaging for students and allow for feedback, provides grade level content, and allows for various
ways to demonstrate learning. In relationship to these resources, there are on-going professional development opportunities provided by the vendors. These sessions are
designed to focus on student achievement and increasing usage for those students who are often less engaged.
At the secondary level, services for English learners Include reduced class size in Designated ELD and sheltered content classes and nine schools that provide specialized
programs for newcomer Els. Teachers of sheltered content receive ongoing training on strategies and curricular supplements to Integrate ELD. Services for long term Els
Include specialized training for teachers and specialized curriculum for designated ELD classes. At the elementary level, we provide access to the McGraw Hill App and
Grammar Gallery webSlte to develop language Instruction for teachers and students. We offer PD for teachers In how to use these resources effectively. We have
emphasized the use of language objectives In all content areas, and create modules in how to write them. Other modules Include Academic Conversations, understanding the
CA ELD Standards, and other resources to support Els.
Services for Low Income students and Foster Youth include onsite coaching through literacy coaches and Academic Response to Intervention Facilitators, who are charged
with supporting classroom instruction and individually and in small groups with students. In addition, the Foster Youth Services Coordinating Program (FYSCP) provides
professional development to SFUSD school-site and central office staff on how to·meet the unique educational needs of youth in foster care. Teachers of students on IEP's
have access to weekly support via office hours (feedback, consultation and PD) from central staff to adjust offerings as appropriate to emerging needs of the students.
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Student, Family,iand Community Support (SFCSD) also implements a variety of programs and services funded by supplemental and concentration grants. Departments
within SFCSD provide district wide services to.students and additional, targeted supports for English Learners, low Income and Foster Youth students as well as their
families and community. Examples include Family Engagement & Community Partnerships, which provides support to school sites to make the most of.relationships in school
communities and deepen collective capacity to partner with families in support of student success; and Pupil Services, which supports school staff, students and their families
In efforts to Increase school attendance and instructional time and to promote positive social-emotional behavior.
In addition to professional development focused on social emotional and cultural awareness for staff working with Els, Newcomer Els are provided services and/or referrals
for support and counseling through site based Wellness Centers. These supports to bolster their transition into our school system are administered through Refugee and
Immigrant Supports in Education (RISE-SF), a centralized resource for supporting school sites in building capacity (through coaching and professional development) and
creating equitable services to all immigrants and refugee students and families. RISE-SF utilizes school site liaisons, in collaboration with student support staff at their
schools (i.e., social workers, counselors, wellness center coordinators), to facilitate student dubs and meetings to promote wellness, equity, and student health, including
Know Your Rights and Access to College workshops.
Through our 20-21 budget development process when reductions were being made In other areas, we have maintained or Increased capacity for additional targeted
supports for focal students by investing in additional site based budget capacity for student and family supports (such as Family Liaisons) and other site-based support staff,
in addition to supporting the work of our parent advisory groups focused on serving families of students in underserved communities, additional translation supports, and
software. Family Liaisons work directly at schools, providing training and opportunities around district-wide initiatives linked to student learning and grade-level focuses for
families. They serve as additional supports for students and families of unduplicated student populations, particularly our English Learners, Low Income students and Foster
Youth.
The Foster Youth Services Coordinating Program (FYSCP) provides professional development to cftfferent agencies that are responsible for the safety, protection, and well
being of youth In foster care. This includes child welfare and the court system, both court-appointed attorneys and Court Appointed Special Advocates. In addition. FYSCP
provides professional development to SFUSD school-site and central office staff on how to meet the unique educational needs of youth In foster care.

The Translation and Interpretation Unit provides translation and interpretation services to the District's English learning community. This includes document translation for
official communication from the District, IEPs, and other materials as requested by sites and central offices. Interpretation is available, in multiple languages as needed, at
public events and school&. community meetings.
Other Investments in the following programs are intended to principally serve undupllcated pupils. These services are above and beyond the core services provided.
Supplemental and concentration grant expenditures are listed below:
•African American Achievement and leadership Initiative: Provides investment in graduation/college counseling, family engagement, student engagement, extended
leai:nlng, and staff development
• Instructional.Reform Network: Supports leadership and learning to Instructional Reform Facilitators and other site-based coaches on the implementation and use of a
balanced assessment system. Sites with higher concentrations of target student populations receive additional IRF support
•Coordinated Early Intervention Services: Additional UGF support for special education services required by re purposing 15% of federal IDEA funds for improvements in
general education (pre-referral services).
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•Specialized teacher recruitment/ staffing support and targeted enrollment outreach for underserved schools, particularly our Title I schools (which all qualify for
schoolwide program based on low Income populations) and schools with high EL student populations.
•Additional compensation for a longer service day for paraprofessional staff In elementary SOAR classrooms.
For the-San Frariclsco County Office of Education (SFCOE), supplemental and concentration funds for SFCOE support additional services for students. Given that the
county's concentration of targeted pupils exceeds the required threshold of 55% for using these funds, the county has opted to utilize the funds in a county-wide manner.
Please note: as SFCOE and SFUSD are a single-district-county entity, many of the services provided to support students across both entities are shared. As such, many of the
supports outlined In SFUSD above are applicable to and accessible to SFCOE students.

'

'

We have maintained student to teacher ratios at or below 15:1 with Increased specialist and co-teaching support at SFCOE/SFUSD's County schools. Even though some of
these programs are very small, this creates access to a full course of study for graduation and credit recovery. Regardless of very low EL enrollment in some county schools,
we ensure that EL certified trained staff, bilingual support, and intensive EL programming is available for any EL student participating In a County program. For Low Income
students, drop outprevention and recovery programs are also offered inside of CBO partner agencies in neighborhoods with high concentration of truant youth living in
lowest Income housing.
Services also Include:
•Increase administration-to-student ratio: These provide additional administrative support at county program sites to increase leadership capacity for staff at these sites.
•Increase teacher-to-student ratio: These provide additional teaching support at county programs to provide additional instruction and student engagement support for
students.
•Increase targeted instruction support: Additional EL and special education resources are provided to increase differentiated supports for targeted student populations.
•Increase health and safety support: Additional counseling, psychology and campus security resources are provided to help ensure the health and safety of students at
county programs.
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